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FORWARD
This report contains the delivery performance, yield experience,
design documentation summary and engineering activities performed
during the Apollo TRIG repair program. Because the major failure
mode experienced on the initial Apollo TRIG instruments was
related to a relatively short wheel life and float freedom problems,
special emphasis was given to bearing improvement and contamination
control programs. The results of the bearing work has produced a
wheel and bearing assembly which exhibits a higher in-process yield
and has demonstrated the potential for longer life- The contamina-
tion control activity has in turn, reduced the in process float
freedom failure rate by 50%. Based on these two significant
activities coupled with the other improvements implemented during
this program, it can be expected that the instruments delivered
against this contract will exhibit a higher degree of reliability
than those delivered against prior contracts.
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SECTION I
GYRO DELIVERY SUMMARY
The gyro delivery summary is presented on Page 1-2 showing the breakdown of
units delivered with respect to repair category, i.e. Category II, III or
IV. The definition of each of these categories is:
Category II
	 Repair of normalized gyro down to the
shrouded level.
Category III Repair of the gyro down to the float
assembly.
Category IV
	
Repair of the gyro down to the wheel bearing
assembly, including bearing replacements.
Due to the lack of success in producing acceptable wheel assemblies using
double-honed bearing hardware
.,
	 majority of the repair deliveries in 1968
and early 1969 consisted of Category III repair instruments. The population
of Category III instruments was increased by using screened feats from Block
I gyros.
Eight of the first eleven Category IV deliveries were Instruments containing
wheel assemblies with double-honed bearings. Because of the poor performance
experienced on this bearing hardware, these gyros were not considered to be
flight-worthy and therefore, were not assigned to I2fiJ's. The remaining 53
Category IV instruments contained wheel assemblies using New Departure lapped
bearing hardware. Forty-three of these gyros were a -151 configuration (3
pount preload, V-78 oil, outer race ride (ORR) retainer), and ten were a -181
configuration (0.8 pound preload, N -3 oil, inner race ride (IRR) retainer).
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SECTION II
YIELD SUM4ARY
The yield summary presented covers that experienced during the 25 IRIG Apollo
repair program from January, 1969 through December, 1969. The data is broken
down into three categories.
1. Assembly yield by month.
2. Bearing process and hardware yield relative to preload level
and metal type.
3. Gyro Test yield, including failure mode breakdown.
The 25 TRIG Apollo Assembly Yield presentation, Page 2
-3 , reflects that
experienced at the wheel dynamometer, float build, float milliwattmeter, final
gyro assembly, and the filling and pressurization stages of processing. The
dynamometer yields shown during the period of March through September, 1968
reflect 100% use of double-honed bearing hardware. The October - November, 1968
yields reflect a combined use of double-honed and New Departure hardware in
the ratios of 20% New Departure and 80% double-honed Hardware for November, 1968.
The yields for the remainder of the program reflect 100' use of New Departure
bearing hardware. The heavy-oil, light preload, and inner race ride retainer
configuration was introduced in June, 1969 and used 100% from July through
October, 1969.
The float mwm yield is similar to the dynamometer yields during the period of
May through October, 1968, refl°cting the use of double-honed bearing hardware.
The November yields represent 50% double-honed and 50% New Departure hardware.
The yields for the remainder of the program reflect 100, use of New Departure
hardware. The heavy oil, light preload, and inner race ride retainer configura-
tion reached the float level in July, 1969. The yields from August, 1969
forward reflects a 100% content of this configuration.
The final assembly yield variation from month to month generally reflects
periods when end housing assembly cracking was observed. This observation
prompted reselection of end housing components and caused a delay in processing
these assemblies through the final build cycle.
The filling and pressurization yields from December, 1968 through the end of
the program reflect the incorporation of filling overflow contamination assess-
ment and controls. Pre-pivot cementing and 7_	 extensive pre-cleaning of
parts was incorporated in February, 1969. It should be noted that this
includes filling and pressurization while that displayed in Figure 5.6 -20 covers
filling only.
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The bearing process yield, Page 2 -4, identifies the type of hardware used and
the yield experience during the period when only New Departure Hyatt bearings
were being used. A further summary of the hardware disposition through wheel
assembly and balancing, dynamometer testing and subsequent metal disposition
is presented on Page 2- 5. That bearing metal which was assessed as reusable,
is identified as "TA" hardware, with the subsequent build and test experience
recorded.
The definition of the various types of bearing metal hardware reflected on
Pages 2 -4 , and 2-5 , is presented below.
Bearing Code	 Bearing, Identification
LN - NDH Bearings	 Composed of shafts furnished by AC and
rings and balls from M.D.H. stock.
NN - NDH Bearings	 Refurbished bearings supplied to NDH
by AC.
NSN - NDH Bearings Composed of rings from M.D.H. stock
and new shafts in various stages of
manufacture at NDH.
LRN - NDH Bearings	 LN bearings failed at AC and returned
to NDH for refurbishing.
SRN - NDH Bearings	 NS:; bearings failed at AC and returned
to NDH for refurbishing.
TN - NDH Bearings	 NDH first attempt at fabricating new
bearings from raw stock to finished
shafts and rings.
RTN - NDd Bearings	 TN bearings reworked at NDH before
being run at AC. Reworked with new
finishing procedures on shafts and rings.
The Gyro Test yield presentation, Pages 2-6,2-7 and 2-8 includes a summary
of the Category II and III repairs experienced from January, 1968 through
December, 1969, ar3 the Category IV repairs from December, 1968 through December,
1969. Categc2^ :I repairs are those that required rework down to the shrouded
gyro, and tYF Category III repair instrirneits are those that required rework
down to the float assembly. Most of that activity was completed by July, 1969.
The Category IV repair test yield reflects those instruments that were built
with new float assemblies, incorporating nylasing retainers as a part of the
bearing package. Some of the late 1969 deliveries also included wheel assemblies
processed to the 0.8 pound preload, N-3 oil lubrication and Inner Race Ride
(IRR) nylasint retainer configuration as opposed to the original 3 pound preload,
V-78 oil, Outer Race Ride (ORR) retainer configuration.
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The bearing process yield, Page 2-4, identifies the type of hardware used and
the yield experience during; the period when only New Departure Hyatt bearings
were being used. A further summary of the hardware disposition through wheel
assembly and balancing, dynamometer testing and subsequent metal disposition
is presented on Page 2- 5. That bearing metal which was assessed as reusable,
is identified as "TA" hardware, with the subsequent build and test experience
recorded.
The definition of the various types of bearing metal hardware reflected on
Pages 2 -4 , and 2-5 , is presented below.
Bearing Code	 Bearing Identification
LN - NDH Bearings	 Composed of shafts furnished by AC and
rings and balls from M.D.H. stock.
NN - NDH Bearings	 Refurbished bearings supplied to NDH
by AC.
NSN - NDH Bearings Composed of rings from M.D.H. stock
and new shafts in various stages of
manufacture et YDH.
LRN - NDH Bearings	 LN bearings failed at AC and returned
to NDH for refurbishing.
SRN - NDH Bearings	 NS:? bearings failed at AC and returned
to NDH for refurbishing.
TN - NDH Bearings	 NDH first attempt at fabricating new
bearings from raw stock to finished
shafts and rings.
RTN - NDH Bearings	 TN bearings reworked at NDH before
being run at AC. Reworked with new
finishing procedures on shafts and rings.
The Gyro Test yield presentation, Pages 2-6 ,2-7 and 2-8 includes a summary
of the Category II and III repairs experienced from January, 1968 through
December, 1969, a,-3 the Category IV repairs from December, 1968 through December,
1969. Categrr^, "I repairs are those that required rework down to the shroaded
gyro, and tr y category III repair instruments are those that required rework
down to the float assembly. Most of that activity was completed by July, 1969,
The Category IV repair test yield reflects those instruments that were built
with new float assemblies, incorporating nylasing retainers as a part of the
bearing package. Some of the late 1969 deliveries also included wheel assemblies
processed to the 0.8 pound preload, N-3 oil lubrication and Inner Race Ride
(IRR) nylasint retainer configuration as opposed to the original 3 pound preload,
V-78 oil, Outer Race Ride (ORR) retainer configuration.
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rNDH BEARING STANDARD PROCESS - PRELOAD 3, LUB. V-78, RETAINER ORR
SEARING TYPE WMML ASSEMBLY DYNAM[OI^TSR M^'TAL
UR A' AND BALANCING
PROCESSING STARTS PASS	 FAIL WARTS PASS FAIL REM
New 243 198 45 198 35 163 108 100
All NDH ( LN-NN-NSN) T/A 144 118 26 118 23 95 65 56
LN Only New 158 138 20 138 26 112 58 74
T/A 121 102 19 102 21 81 50 50
26
23 20 17 4
NN Only T/A 6 0 b 0 6 4 2
New 61 37 24 37 6 31 33NSN Only T/A 17 10 7 10 2 8 11 14
NDH BEARINGS - WW PRELOAD.	 PRELOAD 0.8# 	LUB. N-3, RETAINER IRR
Au Bearings New 65 49 16 49 31 18 22 12T/A 13 l0 3 'LO 7 3 5 1
New 30 20 10 20 13 7 11 6
LEN Only T/A 6 5 1 5 3 2 3 0
SRN on4 NewT/A
35
7
29
5
6
2
29
5
18
4
11
1
11
2
6
1
NDH BEARING - NEW METAL EVALUATION - EXCLUDING METAL QUALIFICATION (TN)
0	 2	 5	 13.00	 V-78	 ORR New 6 2 4 2
(TN) T/A 2 0 2 :1 0	 0	 1	 0
0.8#	 N-3	 IRR New 10 5 5 5 4 1 6 0
(TN) T/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NDH METAL WALIFICA'PION (RTN )
3. 0#	 V-78	 ORR New 10 5 5 5 3 2 5 2
(RUN) T/A 2 1 1 1 0 1 2 0
M1PB BEARINGS
3# V-78
	
ORR NewT/A
10
1
50 51 50 00
50
8
1
2
3# V-78	 In New 3 3 0 3 0 3 3 0T/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BAR= BEARINGS
3# V-78	 ORR New 7 4 3 4 0 4 5
(X-51) T/A 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
3# V-78
	
IRR New 2 1 1 1 0 1 2 0
(X-51) T/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3#	 V-78	 ORR New 4 2 2 2 0 2 2 2
Special Barden Finishing T/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NDH BEARING STANDARD PROCESS - PRELOAD 3#, LUB. V-78, RETAINER ORR
DEA_-RING TYPE WHEEL ASSEMBLY DYNAMOMETER METAL
UR META' AND BALANCING ISPOSITION
PROCESSING STARTS PASS FAIL STARTS PASS FAIL CRAP REUSE
1^ew 243 198 45 198 35 163 108 100
All NDH (LN-NN-NSN) T/A 144 118 26 118 23 95
1
65 56
LN Only
New 158 138 20 138 26 112 58 74
— —
T/A 121 102 19 102 21 81 50 50
New 24 23 1 23 3 20 17
NN Only T/A 6 6 0 6 0 6 4 2
ew 61 37 24 37 6 31 33 22NSN Onlyy T/A 17 10 7 10 2 8 ll 14
NDH BEARINGS - IOW PRELOAD. 	 PRELOAD 0. 8#, LUB. 14 -3, RETAINER 1RR
All Bearings New 65 49 16 49 31 18 22 12
T/A 13 10 3 1-0 7 3 5 1
New 30 20 10 20 13 7 11 6
LRN only T/A 6 5 1 5 3 2 3 0
SRN Only
New 35 29 6 29 18 11 11 6
T/A 7 5 2 5 4 1 2 1
17DH BEARING - NEW METAL EVALUATION - EXCLUDING METAL QUALIFICATION (TN)
3.0#	 V-78
	
ORR	 New	 6	 2	 42	 0	 2	 5	 1(m )	 T/A	 2	 0	 2	 -)	 0	 0	 1	 0
0.3#	 N-3	 IRR t:ew 10 5	 5 5 4 1 6 0(TN )	 ^T/A 0 0 -^	 — 0 0 0 0 0 0
NDH METAL QUALIFICA'"ION (RTN)
3.0#	 V-78
	 ORR
	
ew	 10	 5	 5	 5	 3	 2	 5	 2
(RTN)	 T/A	 2	 1	 1	 1	 0	 1	 2	 0
IN
14H BEARINGS
3#	 V-78	 ORR
New
T/A
10
1
5
0
5
1
5
0
0
0
5
0
8
1
2
3#	 V-78	 IRR New 3 3 0 3 0 3 3 0T/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
HARDEN BEARINGS
3#	 V-78
	 ORR New 7 4 3 4 0 4 5 2
(X-51) T/A 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
3#	 V-78	 IRR New 2 1 1 1 0 1 2 0
(X-51) T/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3#	 V-78	 0.." New 4 2 2 2 0 2 2 2
Special Barden Finishing T/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RRAHI N' , PROCESS r'+ND Q;,TAL DISPOSITION	 2-5
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SECTION III
FAILURE REPORTS
The following tabulation, pages 3-2 through 3-15, list the results of the
Failure Analyses completed during this program. In order to provide a
complete list of the 7A instrument Failure Analyses, four Cat III and five
Cat IV analyses are included which were performed prior to this program.
These charts show that a total of 194 Failure Analyses were completed. A
summary of the analyses by type of unit and by primary failure cause is
shown in page 3 -2. The Apollo Failure Report listed in each case documents
the discrepant condi.ticn detected cn the instrument. From this condition,
it was established that an analysis was required to determine the cause of
failure.
Upon receipt of the instrument and authorizing documents by Failure Analysis,
the failure cause was established by analytical direction. The analytical
dissection included utilization of mechanical and electrical test-, in addition
to visual assessment zf the condition. Other AC facilities were utilized as
required to establish the failure cause as well as outside concerns. These
facilities included the Metrology lab, Chemical analysis lab and the
Walter C. McCrone Associates, Inc, of Chicago, Illinois. The combined
capability allowed measurements to millionths of an inch, examination up to
5C,000X and identification of materials as small as 40 millionths in size.
Unique Manufacturing and Engineering tooling and test equipment were also
utilized as needed. The Filer balance, which is a dosed loop, self-balancing
analytical balance, was especially useful in the analysis of the rotor
transient _failures
Page 3 -2 presents a summary of all types of gyro failures and their respective
failure mode classification. Pages 3-3 thrcugh 3 -11 presents the 7A
instrument failures, 3 -12 through 3-i4 the 7C instrument failures, 3 -15 the
Block I failures and 3-16 the Category IV repair unit failures. Those units
identified as 7A instruments are those repaired 7A instruments which required
disassembly down to the float for repair purposes, Block I instruments,
those Apollo II gyros delivered during the gyro repair program using Block I
float assemblies, and Category IV failures are those repair instruments that
were built using new float assemblies.
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SECTION IV
TECHNICAL DATA RELEASE & RE=
All IRIG TDRR's processed during the conduct of the
25 TRIG - Apollo repair program are tabulated on
the following pages, The TDRR number, control
number, document name and number, description of
the change and the date the document was released
by the Apollo Change Control Board (CCB) are listed,
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SECTION V
INGIIdEERIiIG ACTIVITIES
This section presents the significant Engineering projects performed during
the course of the Apollo MG Repair Program. They are:
1. Float Assembly Loading
2. Bearing Retainer Absorption and Matching Study
3. Wheel Deceleration Study
4. Bearing Retainer and Ball Beat Study
5. Bearing Visual Characteristics and Processing Criteria
6. Contamination Control Studies
7. Ducosyn Potting and End Housing Processing
S. Shroud Connector Redesign
9. Gravity Transient r Jaluetion
10. Gyro Alignment Stability Study
11, 400 Cycle Float Production Study
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J5 . ]. FLOAT LOADING
5.1.1. Objective
During the early evaluation of the reduced preload configuration,
concern was expressed over the capability of the VS-10 as the
primary loading device at the float level. This concern was due
to several factors:
Reliability Much downtime was experienced due to breakdown
cf the shaker itself and its related electronics,
Accuracy - Variations in float mass and structural stiffness
coupled with calculated resonances versus compliance were felt
to contribute too many errors to lightly loaded units.
Damage Potential - Light preloads coupled with the technique
of gradually increasing shaft bads incrementally were thought
to have Brinelling potential on the bearing. Teardowns on many
earlier units had shown Brinell marks and it was desirable to
eliminate this possibility.
A more direct loading technique was sought, and several alternates were
evaluated before the strain gage technique was settled on:
Rundown Time - This technique has been urea successfu l-l y on other
programs. Normally a RDT versus preload curve is generated after
the bearings are run in a tooling setup. This curve is then used
for final loading, However, this method is time consuming and
cumbersome since temperature stabilities and run-in periods are
required at each incremental load point before final load is
achieved. The added tooling and time involved plus the added
handling eliminated this possibility.
Nut Torques- Since the TRIG float is loaded by torquing the
bushings until the proper shaft stretch and thus bearing loading
is achieved, it was felt that a direct torque application within
limits could be used to set preload. A review of torque histories
was performed and indicated that a normal torque range of 2.5 to
3,5 in,lbs, was experienced. However, since torques are affected
by the hemisphere interference fits and by the thread fit and finish,
it was felt that too many variables were preu.ent and could not be
controlled t- achieve the ± 0,25 lb, desired under dynamic
conditions,
Strain Gage - A strain gage method of float loading was used on
the Polaris program but was abandoned with the elimination of the
tapered bushings. Since this method was direct, however, and
attempted to duplicate shaft loads or strains used at ',he wheel
level, it was felt that this method was the fastest and probably
most accurate of the preloading techniques. It was decided to
pursue the tooling and procedural aspects of this method,
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Strain Gage Strain Gage
Since it was 'Oviously impractical to
the approach taken was to instrument
deflections under known shaft loads.
to see which was best for production
instrument the shaft directly,
the float and calibrate the float
Two approaches were evaluated
float loading.
5.1.2 Discussion
5.1.2.1 Loading Fixture Instrumentation
The first approach was to see if the Polaris fixture could be
adapted to the Apollo float, This fixture, as shown in the sketch,
consisted of a stiff frame connected by two strain gage instrumented
flexible members. One of the members was connected to a threaded
rod which was torqued to give some initial strain in both members.
The lower tapered bushing was replaced by another bearing shaft
which screwed into the actual bearing shaft,
Sketch No. 1
This tooling shaft was also provided with a strain gage. The
tooling shaft was then torqued until a shaft strain was developed
which coincided with the strain developed under wheel package
loading. (Calculated strain is 58 ,u"/" at 50#). Wh,.n the shaft
strain was set, the readings of the strain gages on the fixture
members were recorded. The tooling shaft was then removed, the
bushing inserted and torqued until the fixture members strains
were repeated.
Evaluating this method and fixture for Apollo led to the conclusion
that th° addition :,f a shaft to hemisphere interference fit on
Apollo had introduced the problems of varying interference fits
and frictional coefficients to the voint of not being able to know
the inner shaft load (strain) even though the external tooling
shaft was loaded properly. Evaluation of this technique and tooling,
did, however, lead us to the conclusion that the principle cf float
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St
sphere
Plate
or hemisphere strains and deflections was practical and pointed
to the next approach:
5.1.2,2 Direct Float Instrumentation
Since float deflections were used successfully in the Polaris
fixture, it was decided to place strain gages directly on the
hemisphere and calibrate hemisphere deflections versus axial
shaft loads to see if large enough strains were developed to
provide adequate sensitivity. The initial setup is as shown in
the sketch:
50# Dead Wt. Load
Sketch No. 2
Hemispheres with strain gages cemented on in various locations
were used initially. It was found that strains from 16 to 32 ,u"/"
were developed under a 50# dead weight load. The pcsition of most
sensitivity was found to be approximately 1/8" from the bushing
bore. Positions further away from the bore decreased the sensitivity
and by going far enough it was possible to go to zero or even
reverse the stress from tension to ccmpression.
Strain gages used were AI Metalfilm type C6-121.
Once is was determined that adequate sensitivities were available
and repeatabilities of 1 u"/" could be obtained, the next step
was to determine the production process and obtain tooling.
Since the hemispheres have a tapered seating surface locating in a
gimbal, it was decided that the calibration procedure using dead-
weight loading must take place with the upper (-SRA) hemisphere
seated in the gimbal, and the wheel and bearing assembly in place
with the upper bushing tor qued into position. This had to be done
to duplicate stiffness developed iii a seated hemisphere and also to
account for any stresses developed when the interference fit of the
shaft and the bushing torques were applied,
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Alse, since air balancing and spacer selection must be done
before strait: gages can be cemented onto the hemisphere,, the
calibration procedure had to take place after air balancing
and necessitated removal or at least backing off of the
bottom (+SRA) hemisphere. This had to be done to eliminate
the interference fit/friction force effect between the bottom
hemisphere and the bearing shaft. It also meant that tooling to
support only the upper hemisphere and gimbal assembly must be
developed.
Utilizing this fixture
.
, some 19 units were loaded using the
following procedure:
1. After air balancing ', the bottom bushing was removed and
the bottom hemisphere backed off to provide clearance between
it and the gimbal.
2. A strain gage was cemenL ,:^d to the upper hemisphere in the
IA-SRA plane, approximately 1/8" from the bushing bore.
3. The float was assembled to the loading fixture as shown in
Figure 5.1-1.
4. The 50# weight was alternately applied and released until
stability of the loaded condition was achieved within 3 u"/".
5. The float was removed from the fixture without disturbing
the strain gage hookup.
6. The bottom bushing (+SRA) tias assembled and -torqued until the
strain gage repeated the loaded reading in step 4 within 1 u"/".
7. The 'loaded float was assembled to the VS-10 shaker and heated
to operating temperature.
8. The natural frequency was then determined with wheel on and
off for subsequent reference in determining load stability
across temperature cycling and final load after bushing
cementing.
The first tooling developed consisted of a U-shaped frame looming
on the gimbal trunnions. As seen in Sketch No. 3, the frame had a
hole through the base which enabled the chain from the 50# to be
hung on an adapter on the bottom end of the shaft. This fixture
was used or, the first few production units until it was realized
that the fixture had no provisions other than gravity for locating
the SRA In P vertical plane. The friction in the trunnion mounting
bushings was sufficient to allow the 50# weight to apply a bending
moment to the s}iaft and cause the hemisphere calibration to be in
error.
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Frame
Base Plate
ige Shaped Support
Pieces
Zisphere Retracted
for Clearance
Base Plate
50# Dead Weight Load
50# Dead Weight Load
Sketch No. 3
To provide positive SRA alignment to local vertical, the float
disassembly tooling was utilized as a float calibration and loading
fixture. As seen in Sketch No. 4, the final tooling developed used
wedge-shaped pieces which were. by constructi.n, in a horizontal plane
and which :-arnort the assembly on the bottom face of the gimbal to
insure that SRA was vertical.
Sketch No, k
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9. The unit was temperature cycled for 4 cycles between F32 and +180oF.
10. Steps 7 & 8 were repeated after temperature cycling.
11. The strain gage was then connected and the strain recorded.
12. The flat bushings were removed, cemented, and retorqued until
the strain gage repeated the value in step 11 within 1 µ
13. Cenent cure.
14. Steps 7 & 8 were repeated.
After completion of the first 19 units, it was decided to amend the procedure
slightly to insure that the calibration step and subsequent loading steps
were unaffected by misalignments and/or strain gage placement. To achieve
this end, it was decided to cement two (2) strain gages on the upper hemisphere,
a pproximately 180o apart and utilize their combined output when hooked together.
With the twc (2) gages hooked together, a greater output was achieved with
improved accuracy in setting loads, and in addition, the two gages compensate
for misalignments which may --tour due to shaft bending taking place when
torquing the bushings.
The procedure outlined earlier was changed only by using the sum of the strain
gages rather than the single gage. This final procedure and tooling vas used
on the final 19 units, making a total of 38 units loaded by the strain gage
technique. The loading data is tabulated and will be discussed later in this
report.
Figures 5 .1-1 and 5.1-2 show the final f ixtaring with two strain gages attached
to the upper hemisphere. The lower hemisphere was removed to provide a clearer
view of the weight attachment. As can be seen, the 50# weight is suspended
from a chain attached tL the lower end cf '-he shaft. The weight is positioned
over a laboratory ,jack which is raised o • :)wered during 'goading and unloading
in the calibration procedure.
As indicated in aforementioned proce	 , VS-10 resonant frequencies were
::btained at three points in the loaf	procedure; after dry leading, after
temperature cycling, and after fin, loading and curing. The purpose in
obtaining these readings was twefold:
1) Since the strain gage must be disconnected during temperature
cycling, the VS-10 readings were used to check on stability across
temperature cycling, and as a check ^n the final cured load to
insure that there was no damage to the strain gages during cycling
or due to handling.
2) Since the strain gage technique was broken in at the same time as
the light preload (0.&#), the VS-10 checks witn wheel on and off
were used to determine the increase in preload from static to
dynamic operation.
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5.1.3 Results
Figure 5.1-3 and 5.1-4 tabulate information obtained on all strain
gage loaded units. This data includes:
KT	-	 Mechanical loaded pair bearing compliance in }µ"j#
AD	-	 Wheel rundown time at the dynamometer level - seconds
	
-	 Wheel rundown time at the float level - seconds
	
AF - AD -	 Difference between float and dynamometer level
rundown time.
VS-10 - Resonant frequencies, wheel on, at operating
temperature, before and after temperature cycling,
and after final load and cure.
Difference between the before and after temperature
cycling, VS-10 checks.
Preloads -	 Loads calculat-7d from the VS-10 data using the
standard VS-:J versus compliance chart to obtain
complia:ce, an! using this value of compliance
with a facmily of calcu-'ated compliance versus
preload curves. (See figure 5.1 -5)
5.1.4 Recommendations
Temperature Cycling - Since the object of te.perature cycling is to
stabilize the loaded components to eliminate shifts and re'_ieve stresses,
it is felt that its present position in the procedure is not needed.
Presently, the units are assembled dry (not cemented), temperature
cycled, rechecked, and then disassembled for cementing. It is felt that
the disassembly, cementing and retorquing negate any stabilization
achieved during the earlier temperature cycling. The excellent stability
acr:,ss cycling on these 36 units demonstrates that very little charge
tastes place. It is recommend Ad that the temperat ,-• re cycling be
<	 eliminated on dry (uncemented) units and transferred to tho after-cemented
condition.
Direct Float Build After Dynamometer Test - A review of the temperature
cycling results and the procedure usad now to reload the float after
temperature cycling pints out a possibility of eliminating the dry
leading steps completely. The present practice of disconnecting the
strain gages before cycling, and reconnecting and re-establishing a
reference strain add an element of uncertainty to the final lead coupl!d
with an additional set point error. These problems could be eliminated
ly going directly to a cemented -SRA bushing, -SRA hemisphere calibrction,
and final loading with a cemented +SRA bushing. After curing, a VS-10
check before and after temperature cycling would provide a check :,n
cycling stability and also provide a future reference for any float loaf
rechecks.
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L;.2 BEARING RETAINER ABSORPTION AND MATCHING STUDY
5.2.1 Introduction
In the manufacturing of the Precision Gyro Ball Bearing Wheel, the
variables which affect wheel life and reliability have been found
to be interrelated and yet often acting independently of each other
to wring about wheel failure.
Of the many variables, two have been singled out as contributing the
most to wheel Failure. They are, oil absorption rate of the retainer
and the ratio of the clearance of retainer bail pocket to ball, and
the clearance of retainer outside diameter to bearing outer race
inside diameter 1. The oil absorption rate of a retainer is the time
it takes a dry unimpregnated retainer to absorb a drop of oil such
that the surface of the retainer does not appear wetted. The reta_ner
oil absorption rate was measured and recorded ver} , early in the program.
After sufficient data had been accumulated, it was possible to make a
good statistical analysis of the optimum absorption rate to wheel
,yield. M-.thods of cleaning the retainer and salt blasting or peening
of retainer pores made it possible to control the absorption rate of
the retainer. These methods were used to control the :aanufacturing of
the retainers which resulted in a high wheel yield and a more reliable
assembly.
Because of the dimension__ Instability and the method of measurement of
the retainer, data relating to the clearance ratios of ball to ball
pocket and retainer to outer race was not easily obtainable, and an
experimental as well as statistical analysis was undertaken to learn
the optimum for this parameter.
Upon termination of the Apollo wheel program sufficient data and
experience had been accumulated to positively state that unless the statis-
tical average of the ratios of the retainer ball pocket to ball and the
clearance of the retainer inside diameter to shaft major outside diameter
was maintained between 0.7 and 0.85, and unless the retainer absorption
rate of 40 seconds maximum was obtained, it would be impossible to
maintain the wheel yield at 49% which was realized in the final months
cf the Apollo Production Contract.
5.2.2 Discussion
5.2.2.1 Retainer Absorption Rate
The NASA contract with AC Electronics to repair Category IV
(wheel assembly) gyro failures, included incorporation of an
improved wheel design.
1 These dimensions are for outer race ride retainers. In the case of the inner race
ride retainers, the clearance of inside diameter of the retainer to the shaft major
outside diameter was used.
2 N-3 oil waF used in the last five months of production with an 80 second maximum
absorption rate. Tnis rate was based un experimental oil drop tests which shlwnd
the absorption rate of N -3 to be twice that of V -78.
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An initial part of the improved wheel design included
the use of Nylasint retainers. Nylasint was then a relatively
new material in gyro bearing design configurations. A little
known dynamic phenomenon of the Nylasint retainer, commonly
called retainer squeal, was felt to cause wheel failure. The
squeal was thought to be caused by rubbing of the retainer
against the bearing metal parts and it was also thought that
the squeal could be controlled by making the rubbing surface
smooth or low in heat-generating friction. Smoothness of the
rubbing surface was accomplished by directing a spray of fine
granular salt on the contacting surfaces, thus the term salt-
blasting.
In order to determine the effectiveness of the salt-blast operation,
a measurement of the time it takes a drop of oil to be absorbed
by the retainer was developed. It was reasoned that if the effect
of the salt-blasting was to close down the pores of the retainer,
the absor ption time would be greater. Since there was no prior
experience with the Apollo bearing retainers as to what a
desirable absorption time relative to a desirable smoothing of
the retainer should be, the time for absorption was recorded
and accumulated for analysis.
After processing approximately 120 wheel assemblies, the data
was tabulated and categorized as to maximum absorption time of
any one retainer. To further explain; in a given assembly, each
retainer was checked for oi_ absorption rate by measuring and
and . • ecording the time it takes a drop of oil to be absorbed on
the outside diameter of outer race ride retainers and the average
absorption time of a dr:,p of oil in any cf three of the seven
ball pockets. (See Figures 5.2-1 and 5.2-2)
This, therefore, would result in four data points for a wheel
assembly in that two data points are taken for each retainer
and there are two retainers in a wheel.
Since it was felt that a high absorption time would logically
hinder lubrication (flow of oil into, as well as out of the
retainer), the wheel was categorized as to the data point having
the highest absorption time. The data presented on Figure 5.2 -3,
shows the results of this categorization. An analysis based on
a larger sample was made later by Leonard G. Johnson- of GMT and
is included in Appendix A. and supports the data presented on
Figure 5.2 -3 which clearly indicates that those assemblies with
the lowest absorption time had the highest probability of meeting
the dynamometer test requirements. In addiuion to this, those
units that did fail the dynamometer performance criteria were
not metal failures as is indicated by the 89% reusability of the
bearing hardware. The monthly yield shown in Figure 5.2 -4
reflects the effects of incorporating the absorption time limita-
tion on the retainer during the months of March, April and May.
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5,2.2.2 Retainer Dynamic Stability Control
At the time the retainer absorption rate was ascertained,
an experiment with retainer and ball clearances was
being made. Figure 5.2-5 details the clearances and
shows the maximum and minim-.m possible sizes for these
clearances. In order to determine the relationship of
retainer and bearing clearance variations at the ball
and land contact areas, to bearing torque trace
stability, a number of assemblies with variations in
clearance ratios were tested. The first experiments
were tried on a wheel, H-212, which had over 8,000
hours of one-minute interval 500 dycm ,jogs dynamic
performance. Since the cuter races' inside diameter
had not been measured, o •.ily the ball clearance to pocket
was known. The ball clearance was reduced by .002 inch
on the diameter and the dynamometer trace showed a
complete elimination of the oil jogs and a trace which
would be acceptable by specification. The wheel
continued to perform to s pecification untjl the end Df
the program.
At the time these tests were being performed, test
equipment was being used in Gyro Final Test to determine
wheel quality by measuring retainer and ball beat
frequency3 . Similar equipment was installed in the wheel
assembly area using standards established in Gyro Test.
It was found that the retainer and ball beat frequencies
could be manipulated by changing the retainer and ball
clearances. A detailed case history of wheel 7C37 is
contained in Appendix B. This case history shows that
wheel performance can be controlled by manipulation of
the ball and retainer clearances. It was also proven
that the frequency patterns as recorded during beat
frequency tests would be acceptable if a good selection
of clearances had been made.
The advantage of using this tool was that a good or
bad wheel could be determined with very little running
time, which in turn resulted in an increased probability
of saving the bearing hardware before sufficient damage
had been caused.
As these tests progressed it waE found that a particular
ball clearance or a particular retainer clearance did
not necessary yield a dynamically stable wheel. From
this it was reasoned that there must be a dynarriu
interplay between the ball and retainer clearances,
3 A detailed discussion of this testing can be found in section 5.4 of this report.
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It was also reasoned that if this is so, the interplay
could be mathematically expressed as a ratio of the two
clearances, Using analysis of the most desirable .retainer
size and with the accumulation of a significant statis-
tical sample of processed wheels, a ratio of 0.70 to 0.85
of ball pocket to ball clearance to retainer outside
diameter clearance to outer race inside diameter was
determined as the most desirable to obtain a dynamically
stable wheel assembly.
Figure 5,2 -6 shows some of the first test renuLts in
processing wheels with known ratios. These wheels were
built prior to having determined the desired ratio and
before understanding the significance of the ball and
retainer frequency beat patterns. By adjusting the ratio,
a high degree of success was experienced in obtaining
the desired beat frequencies which in turn resulted in
an unusually high wheel yield due to the much improved
wheel dynamic running characteristics.
5.2.3 Conclusion
Nylasint has definitely proven to be a far superior retainer
material than synthane. Tests have shown that it is a much
easier retainer to keep clean, it contributes less contami-
nation to the assembly, is more easily controlled as to
amount of oil impregnation and more readily lubricates the
')earings.
At the start of the program it was thought that salt-blasting,
by itself, would control "Squealing" wheels. This thought 	 n
was found to be in error, as it va-, determined that very
little salt-blasting was required, and then primarily for
deburring purposes, The "squeal" phenomenon has been
controlled by both oil absorption limit] and by physical
matching of the retainer to its metal contacting surfaces,
namely, the bearing balls and outer or inner races.
With these parameters controlled, and using the beat
frequency as an indicator of how successfully the retainer
was selected, a high confidence level has been realized
in the ability to produce dynamically stable wheel assemblies
that should demonstrate longer life and greater reliability,
Alpendix C is a statistical analysis by L. G. Johnson of the desirable ball
clearances and retainer sizes,
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MONTH
1968 1969
NOV DDC JAN FEB MAR APR MA't
DISPOSITION 43 55 64 28 10 13 11
PASS 10 8 12 6 20 4 4
23.6% 14.5% 18.79 15.e% 20^ ^1% 37%
a) Data analyzed was taken from units process in October
(net shown), November. and December.
b) It was not until March that the desired control of
absorption rate could be implemented.
c) The data includes only New Departure bearings serialized
as LN; the reason being that these bearing assemblies
were of a large sample and manufacturing procedures were
relatively unchanged during their assembly.
wc^ YIELDS IN DYNAMOMETER FROM NOV. 1968 TO MAY 1969
Figure 5.2-4
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TEST RESULTS OF WHEELS i3MT
WITH KNOWN RETATIM AND BALL CLEARANCES
MONTH WHEEL NO.
CLEARANCE: RATIO
PASS FAIL REMARKS1 END 2 M
July LRH 565 85	 84 h
1969
LRH 1012 77	 77 x
LRH 1021 84	 81 x
SRH 719 No Data x
LRH 193 83	 88 x
I
LRH 727 78	 82 x
LRH 0-23 83	 85 x
sRH 488 73	 79 x
LRH 757 No Data x Failure at Wheel
Balance
Total Yield for July - 3/9 - 33%
Yield for .70 to .85 Ratio - 3/6 - 50%
Figure 5.2-6 Page 1
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MONTH WHEEL N0.
CLEARANCE RATIO
PASS FAIL REMARKS1 END #2 END
August LRH 1011 .86 .86 x
1969
LRH 1038 .81
.93 x
SRH 756 .78 .71 x
sRH 198 .8o .79 x
LRH (64 .83 .83 x
SRH 303 .80 .66 x
LRH 774 .84 .84
LRH Sol .83 .73 x
SRH 753 x No clearance data
SRH 216 .56 .54 x Balance Failure
SRH 216 -1 .56 .57 X Balance Failure
SRH 1051 .51 .6o x Balance Failure
SRH 1028 .64 .58 x Balance Failure
SRH 1028 -1 .64 .64 x Balance Failure
SRH 1028-2 .58 .64 x Balance Failure
Total Yield for August - 8/1 5 - 52%
Yield for .70 to .85 Ratio - 5/5 - 100%
Figure 5.2-6 Page 2
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5.3 WITML DECELERATION STUDY
5.3.1 History
Throughout the program the wheel rundown time from 2+,000 RPM
to 6,000 RPM has been used at the gyro level together with the
other wheel data, namely, ADIA stability, ball beat data, and
milliwatt performance, to evaluate the quality of the wheel
assembly.
As the gyros with nylasint retainers were being tested, it became
apparent that some of the units exhibited large differences in
rundown times from check to check while the other wheel data
indicated good bearing performance. This was in contrast to the
previous history on gyres with synthane retainers which normally
exhibited some other bearing performance instability when the run-
down times varied significantly.
At the wheel assembly level, performance data for units with
nylasint retainers exhibited characteristics which indicated a
higher susceptibility toward dynamic instability. The instantaneous
display of the retainer dynamics which portrays this phenomena is
the retainer waveshape. When the waveshape has the classical
rectified sine wave pattern, the retainers are operating in their
most stable mode. When the retainers are operating in other modes,
the retainer waveshape has other patterns. Whereas the gyros liith
synthane retainers typically portrayed classical retainer beat at
the time of system assignment, it was only through controlled
retainer matching that classical retainer beat waveshape was achieved
in gyros with nylasint retainers.
5.3. 2 '_Ftsndown Time - Curve Shape Analysis
5.3.2.1 Discussion
Since there were large variations in the rundown tomes for some
of the units with nylasint retainers, a better understanding of
the associated phenomena was sought. The differences in
retainer dynamic stabilities for the two retainer materials lead
to consideration of this as a cause for the large variations in
rundown times. It was felt that the shape of the torque versus
wheel speed curve obtained from the rundown time measurement had
potential for evaluation of this - therefore, the wheel rundown
time measurement technique was improved to obtain more data.
The data was then analyzed to provide more in-forma-'I-ion regarding
bearing and bearing retainer performance.
The rundown time measure_menc procedure is based upon the
prc•purtionality of the frequency of the wheel back LNF to the
wheel speed. Because of this, the wheel back W is fed as an
input to a demodulator during the wheel deceleration.
Simultaneously, the demodulator reference is excited by a
reference frequency. The reference frequency used determines
the number of time intervals provided while the wheel
decelerates from synchronous speed to wheel stop.
km
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Since the IRIG has an 800 hertz stator, the use of a reference
frequency of 200 hertz resulted in four recorded time intervals
related to wheel speeds of 600, 400, 200 hertz and wheel stop.
These wheel speeds in terms of RPM are at 18,000, 12^000.,
6,000 RPM and wheel stop - or 6,000 RPM intervals.
The elapsed time associated with the wheel speed change is pro-
portional to the average torque present during that interval.
The equation relating these is:
T _ 
OW I
t
where = T average torque during time interval (dyne-cm)
Q w = change in wheel angular velocity (rad/sec)
t = time elapsed during interval (sec)
I = moment of inertia (173 gm-cm for 25 11M)
A torque versus wheel speed curve using data for only four ti-ie
intervals is a very crude picture of the bearing performance.
For this reason the reference frequency was changed to 50 hertz. =_
This results in a recording of sixteen time intervals associated
with wheel speed changes of 1500 RPM. The torque versus wheel
speed curve then provided enough data points to show different
bearing performance characteristics during the wheel deceleration
process.
.3.2.2 Results
The more definitive curves which resulted were then used to evaluate
individual gyro-3 which had large variations in rundown times.
Gyros with synthane retainers by this stage of the program had
accumulated numerous wheel hours with some of them indicating
degradation in bearing quality. One of the important indicators =_
of this condition has been a substantially shorter than nomal 	 =_
rundown time 'rom 2+,000 to 6,000 RPM, often accompanied by some =_
other indicator also showing degradation. Figure 5.3-1_ is an
example of one of th!,se units (-SIN 7A104) which compares a run
early in the unit's lLfe with a, run at the time of failure. The
relatively smooth shape of the higher torque curve seems to be
characteristic cf the shorter rundown time measurements obtained —_
on synthane u.z =.cs of deteriorating quality.
In contrast to this when the 50 hertz curves were compared for
the first nylasint unit, it was readily apparent that the shortened
rundown time was a result of a torque disturbance for only a
oortior. of the wheel deceleration. Similar curve comparisons for
other nylasint units with large rundown time variations indicated
that this characteristic was most prevalent.
Although the causes of these torque disturbances have not been
identified by visual observations, the shapes have been compared
to torque disturbances observed on wheels during dynamometer
testing and found to be similar.
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The most common shapes and their probable causes are:
- =	 Torgue.Disturbance Shape 	 Probable Cause
1. Classical ,job
	 ---	 Oil droplet accumulating and
flung to bearing race when
-	 —	 droplet is large enough to
__	 =	 overcome surface tension.
	
- -	 A wheel assembly which exhibits oil ,jogs at synchronous wheel
	
--	 speed seems to be highly susceptible to this phenomenon as the
--	 -	 wheel decelerates. The wheel decelers*.ion is similar to a
frequency sweep associated with a vibration test. It seems that
for some retainers a resonant frequency for the retainer is
present within the speed range of the wheel deceleration from
synchronous speed to wheel stop. If a droplet is present, it
	
_	 would then have a very high probab?_lity of being flung out when
this happens.
-	 2. Step =	 =	 Retainer hangup
3. Erratic torques	 Erratic retainer motion
The disturbances identifiable by this technique vary in size from
about 50 dyne-cm to several thousand dyne-cm. Figure 5.3-2	 -
compares a typical run with a disturbed run for a gyro with
nylasint retainers (SIN 8Al21). 	 _
The significant differences in the shapes of the torque versus
wheel speed curves for the shortened rundown times of the nylasint
versus synthane units indicate that the actual rundown time values
should be used differently for bearing quality evaluation. For a 	 =_-
synthane unit, the shortened rundown time which has a smooth
	 _=
higher torque curve indicates a degradation in bearing quality
i.e, bearing failure. However, as a result of these analyses it is
concluded that for a nylasint unit which exhibits a torque
disturbance during the rundown time measurement
.
, the shortened	 -
rundown time does not indicate bearing failure. For this reason
a rundown time of this nature should either be (1) eliminated
from comparisons with other rundown times since it is not a
similar measurement of bearing quality or (2) adjusted with a 	 — - -
compensation for the torque disturbance.
5. 2 .3 Rundown Time - Curve Coefficient Analysis
5.2.3.1 Discussion
The torque versus wheel speed curves which are available through
the use of the 50 hertz reference frequency allow for other
analyses to be made of the wheel assembly. Curve analysis for
undisturbed rundown time curves provides information regarding
bearing performance characteristics. For instance, the preload
of gyro SIN 8A201 was questioned because of its abnormally low
rundown times. As this gyro was being processed through the
build and test activities
.
, it was noted that the rundown times
were lower than expected for the 0.8# preload configuration
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wheel assemblies. The rundown times were, however, similar to
those for 3.0# preload units. The preloading measurements for
this assembly at the float level indicated a dynamic lead in
the desired 1.0# range. Because of this rundown time anomaly,
further evaluation of this phenomenon was desired. It was
felt that the rundown torque versus wh--3l speed curve had =_
potential to evaluate the preload of this assembly,
During the wheel rundown process, the rotational driving torque
is equal and opposite to the total resistance torque. The —
rotational driving torque for the wheel is:
T = I dt
	
=	 (Equation 1)
where T = torque
I = moment of inertia of the wheel
dw = wheel deceleration
dt
The torque resisting the wheel motion is:
T = C^ + Cl^3 + C 2	
=	
(Equation 2)
where T = torque
W = wheel speed	 —
C0 = coulomb friction torque coefficient
C 1 = linear viscous drag torque coefficient
_ C2 = coefficient of 2nd order viscous drag and
windage torques
During the wheel rundown the torque equation is:
I d 2	 --	 (Equation 3)
dt	
+ C O + Clw + C2W	= 0
After substituting from Equation 1 and rearranging, the 	 —_
following equation results:
T = CO + Clw + C2W 2 	
-
	
(Equation  4 )
Through curve fitting techniques applied to the torque versus
wheel speed plots, the actual coefficients can be determined for
Equation 4.
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To detf:rmine the effect of preload on the torque coefficients
for th,! torque versus wheel speed curve. representative run-
down carves were analyzed for a sample of 12 gyros. This
sample included 6 gyros of the 3.0# preload configuration
and 6 gyros of the 0.8# preload configuration, including 8A201.
Since the torque disturbances present on the torque versus	
--
wheel speed plots are not related to preload ", it rather to
retainer instabilities, only curves free of ?ise phenomena
were used for this analysis.
Curve fitting techniques were applied to each of the curves
co determine the values of the coefficients. Basically the
curves are 2nd order polynomials of the type shown in Equation 4.
Because of the shorting techniques employed during the first
intcrval and the transition from rolling friction to static
fri^tion in the last interval.; only the middle 14 intervals
were used for the curve fitting.
To obtain uniform magnetic drag effects on the wheels during
successive rundown time measurements, a five-second short is
applied e'; the time of wheel power removal. The effect of
this is to wipe the rotor's magnetic poles to the same level
for each wheel rundown, thus normalizing the torque versus
wheel speed curves. Howe- • :r, the result is that the „orque
for the first interval is not obtained under the same conditions
as that for the remaining intervals. For this reason the curve
for thf, subsequent intervals was extrapolated to estimate the
effective torque at synchronous speed.
The same curve extrapolation technique was also applied to the
last interval thus eliminating the torque differences related
to the transition from rolling friction to static friction as
the wheel stops. The torque at a wheel speed of zero estimated
by this technique is then assumed to be the coulomb friction
(the Co coefficient).
The three coefficients of the basic torque equation
T = C O + C 1 + Ce 2
	 (Ref: Equation 4)
can then be determined for each curve using the following
procedure.
_	
By inspection of the equation for W = 0 it is apparent that the
torque present represents C O , i.e.
CO	T w	 =	 -	 -	 -	 (Equation 5)0	 —
Following this, the other two coefficients can be determined by
simultaneous solution of the next two equations which result from
evaluating the torque versus wheel speed curve at tw ,) other wheel
speeds.
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Twl = C
O + C lw l
 + C2w12
Tw2
 = CO + Clw 2 + C2W 2
2
(Equation 6)
(Equation 7)
The calculations required are reduced by choosing wheel speeds
which are multiples of each other. When w 2 = 2&;J, Equation 7
becomes:
TW2
 = CO + Cl (2w l ) + C2 (2wl)2
which can be rearranged to obtain:
T w 2 = CO + 2C1W 1 + 4C2w 1 2	 (Equation 8)
Equations 6 and 8 can then be solved simultaneously to determine
Cl and C2.
By multiplying Equation 6 by 4 and subtracting Equation 8 from
the result, the following equation is obtained:
4Tw 1 - Tw 2
 = 3C0 + 2C1w l
Rearrangement yields:
2C
1
 w = 4T w - T w - 3C0
 i	 l
Or:
Cl
4TW 1 - Tw 2 - 3C0
=
2W1
(Equation 9)
By multiplying Equation 6 by 2 and subtracting Equation 8 from
the result, the following equation is obtained:
2Tk,51 - Tw2=C0-2C2W12
Thus, Equation 5, 9 and 10 provide the relationships necessary
to calculate the three coefficients for the torque versus
wheel speed equation. To apply these equations to each of the
twelve gyro rundown curves, `,he torque was determined empirically
for the follo Ang wheel speeds:
w0
 = 0
Li = 200 hertz
1
W, = 400 hertz
5.3.3. 2 Results -
The fit which results from applying this technique to the twelve
curves is such that the calculated cor ,.,ue values at 0, 100, 200,
300, and 400 hertz all match the actut i torque values to within =_
100 dyne-cm. Figure5.3-3 shows a comparison of the calculated
and actual to-ques for gyro SIN 8A132.
To determine the effect of preload configuration, a comparison
of the average torques and coefficients for each group; can be 	 =_
made using Figure 5.3-4. It is apparent that there are
significant differences for
(1) the C1 coefficient -
(2) the C2 coefficient
whereas there is a slight difference for the C 0 co,;fficient and
there is no significant difference for the effective torque at
synchronous ► peed.	 -
— —	 With the exception of the data for gyro SIN 8A201, the data for
each group of units is quite consistent. The torque versus wheel, -
- -- speed curve for 8A201 indicates a C 2 coefficient which is la_ ger
than the typical 0.8# load unit by more than a factor of 2. The
C and C0 coefficients seem to be typical witn the result that
tie effective torque at synchronous speed is also high by a factor 	 —_
of about 1.5. The higher preload units have C2 coefficients which
are ever_ smaller than the typical 0.8# preload units. Thus, the
low rundown times i-r gyro SIN 8A201 are not related to a higher
than expected preload. In fact, the C 1 coefficient of 0.500 for
_	 the unit compares very closely to the average of 0.527 for the
	 - —
0.8# preload units and is significantly lower than the average - —
of 0.868 for the 3.0# preload units. Therefore the low rundown
times for gyro SIN 8A201 are not related tc, a higher preload
but rather to some cause which affects mainly the C2 coefficient,
	
—	 - The torques at ui = 400 hertz related to the three °oeff icients
Cp, C l , and C2 were each plotted versus the rund,% time from
24,000 RPM to 6,000 RPM. The C0 related torques show no	 — -
--	 correlation to the rundown time. The C1 related torques decrease
with increasing rundown time, whereas the C2 related torques	 -
- - = increase with increasing rundown time.
	
-	
—_
Since the Cl
 and Cp related torques showed correlation with run-
down time, cross plots of the coefficients were evaluated to
search for dependency relationships. Both the CO versus Cl plot
and the CO versus C2 plot resulted in random scatter diagrams.
However, the Cl versus C2 plot (Figure 5.3-5 ) showed a strong
correlation between these two coefficients such that the following
linear relationship was empirically estimated:
C2 = 0.33 x to-3 - 0.30 x 10-3 C1
From this equation it is apparent that the non-linear coefficient
for the 2nd order term (C2 ) is the sum of two factors. Possibly
the windage factor is 0.33 x 10 -3 whereas the non-linear viscous
drag portion is related to the linear viscous drag coefficient C1
by a proportionality constant K where K = -0.30 x 10-3.
5.3.4 Recommendations
Continue to use the rundown time measurements with the times recorded
fcr each 1500 RPM change in wheel speed to evaluate the bearing
quality and also employ a curve shape analysis to t'ie data. This
analysis would result in an evaluation of the curve smoothness together
with the values of CO, Cl , and C2 which all reflect significant
information regarding the .,caring condition. Since bearing studies
thus far indicate that the smoothness of the curve reflects retainer
dynamic stability, surveillance of this characteristic throughout the
gyro's life would provide information on the retainer condition.
Bearing studies also show indications that the three coefficients are
related to the following bearing conditions which are all important
3	 measures of its quality:
(1) the amount of free oil
(2) the condition of the oil film
l3) the metal condition
(4) the stability of the preload
Further studies should be made to mure specifically understand the
phenomena affecting each of the coefficients individually. However,
even now, evaluation c,f the bearing quality could be assisted by
surveillance of the individual coefficients throughout the gyro's
life with significant changes being an indicator to impending bearing
problems.
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5.4 RETAINER AND BALL BEAT STUDIES
5,4.1 History
As Apollo IRIG t s were used in the guidance systems, it became
apparent that the gyro drift coefficient associated with wheel
bearing performance (ADIA) was not fully understood. In an effort
to gain more understanding, the wheel bearing retainer and ball
pass frequencies via the resulting modulations in float motion
were monitored simultaneously with the gimbal drift rate. Previous
studies and work on gyros showed strong correlation between the
changes in the beat frequency and changes in wheel position as
reflected by changes in drift rates. Unbalances along the spin
reference axis can result from several causes, but mainly from
wheel position changes and fluid position changes. As the program
progressed, the ARIA changes were used to predict potential wheel
failures in systems. The only ADIA changes which can effectively
be used for this prediction technique are the wheel position related
changes.
Early in the program, beat frequency monitoring was an effective
diagnostic tool to separate the causes for the ADIA shifts. As
gyros in systems indicated problems in ADIA stability, the judgement
to continue using a gyro or to reject it was aided by the use of the
simultaneous beat frequency data.
For units which were rejected from the retest program prior to system
assignment and failures from systems, diagnostic testing was performed
to evaluate the level of repair required. The gyros with ADIA
changes due to wheel shifts required a Category IV repair involving
gyro teardown to -:he bearings. Those gyros with ARIA changes due to
fluid position changes required a Category III repair involving gyro
teardown to the float only. These gyros were of the "TV type which
had bearings with synthane retainers. The data obtained during the
diagnostic testing of the gyros with this bearing configuration
revealed that those with bearing performance problems (Category IV
type) often exhibited erratic retainer movements as reflected in the
retainer beat waveshape. This indicated that the recordings of the
beat frequencies v,:ry effectively portrayed the retainer dynamics.
Therefore, during the repair program, when the wheels with nylasint
retainers exhibited problems of s quealing and spiking, it was felt
that measurement of retainer beat would be a very sensitive tool to
isolate malfunctioning bearing parts and thus assist in eliminating
these problems.
5.4.2 Discussion
To verify that the retainer beat waveshape was related to retainer
motion, a TV laboratory set-up was employed. F i gure 5.4-1 shows the
equipment used in the TV monitoring retainer motion study. This
includes:
three TV cameras
2. two Hewlett-Packard Wave analyzers
3. two stroboscopes
4. one milliwattmeter
5. one 4 channel Sanborn recorder
6. one TV monitoring console
7. one audio-video tape recorder
Figure 5.4-2 is a close-up of the wheel holding fixture which allows
the motion of both bearings to be monitored. The outputs of three TV
cameras were simultaneously displayed on a single TV monitor. This
enabled an observer to examine the ball and retainer beat recordings,
milliwattmeter recording, and radial motions of both retainers.
Through the use of separate stroboscopes for each retainer, the
motions due to the angular velocities were apparently stopped and
other retainer movements were readily observed.
An example of the phenomena observed by the simultaneous display is
shown in a picture sequence. (Figures 5.4-3 through 5.4-6). This
sequence shows the changes in retainer to race clearances as they are
related to changes in the retainer beat waveshape. The first picture
(Figure 5.4-3) shows the bearing assembly operating in a stable mode.
This is indicated by the classical retainer beat waveshape shown in
the upper center of the picture. The instantaneous point of trace
generation is near the picture upper edge, with the chart paper
travelling downward. With this pattern, there is a visible clearance
between the retainer and race as can be noted by the dark space at the
top of the retainer pictured at left. The next picture (Figure 5.4-4)
shows a change in the retainer pattern to one indicating a disturbed
retainer mule with the clearance between that retainer and race
substantially reduced. Following this, the retainer begins to return
to the stable mode. Figure 5.4-5 shows how the retainer beat wave-
shape has ,just completed a disturbed cycle and is beginning a nearly
classical cycle. The clearance has increased slightly. The last
picture (Figure 5.4-6) shows the retainer after it returned to its
stable mode together with the associated clearance.
The performance of a number of wheel assemblies was monitored on this
equi pment and the following observations were made:
I. In general - for every radial motion of the retainer, a
corresponding disturbance was observed on the retainer
waveshape recordings.
II. Specifically - several specific retainer beat waveshapes
were related to their corresponding retainer motions.
(A) Classical Retainer Beat Waveshape
1. The retainer motion is that of a stable mode in which
the retainer appears to touch the race at the same
position at all times. The relation of the retainer
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and the ball group remain constant. This is shown
in the illustration below.
Relative
Apparent
Positions Of
Retainer and
Race
Outer Race
Retainer
6
Retainer
Beat
Recording
2. The retainer beat recording associated with this type
of retainer motion is that of a rectified sine wave.
This also has a ratio of 7 ball passes for each
retainer pass (Ref. Figure 5.4-7).
(B) Notched Retainer Beat Waveshape
1. Decreasing amplitude notch
a. The retainer motion is similar to that of the
classical waveshape, however, part way through
the cycle the retainer either slowly migrates to
a new position or the forces decrease. This is
followed by a return to the original set of
conditions. This is shown in the illustration
below,
b. The retainer beat recording associated with
this type of retainer motion is that of a
rectified sine wave which is Interrupted for
a part of a cycle by a decrease in amplitude
(Ref. Figure 5.4-8).
2. Increasing amplitude notch
a. The retainer motion is similar to that of the
classical waveshape, however, part way through
the cycle the retainer either slowly changes
position or the forces increase. This is
followed by a return to the original set of
conditions.
b. The retainer beat recording associated with
this type of retainer motion is that of a
rectified size wave which is interrupted for a
part of a cycle by an increase in amplitude
(Ref. Figure 5.4-9).
3, Multiple notches
The retainer may exhibit more than one change in
position or force which results in waveshapes which
have multiple notches on the sine wave (Ref.
Figure 5.4-9).
(C) High Frequency Noise On The Retainer Beat Wai--shape
1, The retainer motion is similar to that of the
classical waveshape, however, it is accompanied
by relatively fast movements of the retainer.
2. The retainer beat recording associated with this type
of retainer motion is that of a rectified sine wave
with high frequency noise super-imposed on it (Ref.
Figure 5.4-10),
(D) Low Speed Whirl Retainer Beat Waveshape
1. The retainer motion is such that the retainer center
of gravity translates about the bearing center. This
causes the retainer force vector to rotate at a speed
other than the ball group speed.
2. The retainer beat recording associated with this type
of retainer motion is such that the relationship
between ball passes and retainer pass is not 7 to 1.
This is determined by comparing the frequencies for
ti.c-;e two recordings (Ref. Figure 5,4-10).
(E) Step Phase Shift Retainer Beat Waveshape
1. The retainer motion is such that part way through
the cycle one retainer changes position and then
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remains at that positto n for the next cycles.
2. The retainer beat recording associated with this
type of retainer motion is that of a cycle which
is prematurely terminated followed by subsequent
complete cycles (Ref. Figure 5.4-11).
(F) Erratice Retainer Beat Waveshape
The retainer motion is not consistent and changes
positions very quickly and often. This results in a
retainer beat waveshape recording in which there is no
discernable cyclic pattern (Ref. Figure 5.4-11).
In order to obtain data reflecting the retainer motion for all assemblies
in the wheel build program, a ball and retainer beat test was added to
the build sequence. The earliest assembly step when this type of
measurement could be made was at the time of wheel dynamic balancing.
This is the first time that the wheel is operated at synchronous speed
and therefore is the most opportune place for introducing a dynamic
screening test.
A display of the equipment requires' to obtain ball beat data at the
wheel balancing level is shown in Figure 5.4-12. This includes:
(1) uz. • Schenck wheel balancer
(2) two Hewlett-Packard wave analyzers
(3) one frequency counter
(4) one Offner two channel recorder
While on the balancer, this equipment also provided another advantage.
The beat frequencies could be monitored for both the right and left
planes simultaneously, pro`iding the separation necessary to isolate
the bearing with erratic performance characteristics. Although there
is a cross coupling present, it did not affect the determination of
the malfunctioning parts.
The effects of retainer dimensions on the retainer's behavior during
operation at synchronous speed were experimentally determined initially
on one set of metal hardware. Changes in the O.D. of the retainer
(O.R,R. configuration) resulted in significant changes in the retainer
waveshape as did changes in the ball pocket clearances. Late:
experiments indicated that for IM configuration
.
, changes in the I.D.
of the retainer result in significant changes in the retainer wave-
shape. By interchanging retainers from one bearing to the other,
experimental evidence was provided to verify that separation of per-
formance was possible with the right and left plane data.
By evaluating the performance of a group of assemblies of IRR configura-
tion, it was determined that the optimum performance could be obtained
with the clearance ratio between 0.70 and 0.85 together with the ball
pocket clearance cf approximately 0.003 inches.
Clearance Ratio - (Ball Pocket I.D. - Ball
(Retainer 1.D. - Shaft O.D.)
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The wheels built with these clearance ratios and ball pocket clearances
for their bearing retainers not only showed more stable retainer
motion but alsc had a higher performance record during dynamometer
testing,i,e, better dynamometer yield.
it has been determined that the motion of the retainer can be
controlled to some extent by controlling the clearances associated
with it. The retainer heat data was used as a tool to evaluate
whether stable retainer performance was achieved.
The beat data for the bail paos and retainer frequencies obtained at
the wheel balancer level were of three types, namely:
(1) frequencies
(2) amplitude
(3) waveshape
The evaluation of these three types of measurements was based upon
their relationship to specific bearing performance characteristics.
Figure 5,4 -13 shows all of these relationships.
The test included 15 minutes of data recording following 3 wheel run-ups
for a total of 45 minutes of wheel performance monitoring. Fcs each
run, the following data was obtained:
(1) the minimum and maximum ball pass frequencies
(2) the minimum and maximum bail pass amplitude and modulation
(3) three measurements of the retainer beat amplitude and modulation
including maximum and minimum velues
(!) retainer waveshape classification regarding stability of motion
fur une retainer pass and fur uniformity of motion for all cf
the retainer passes monitored
(5) one measu-*.ement of the retainer pass frequ
	
y to determine the
ratio relative to the ball pass frequency
The data for all three runs was then combined to evaluate the quality
of the wheel assembly. From the data obtained on the first thirty
assemblies, a grading system was developed to evaluate subsequent
assemblies. The grading system was developed to screen the wheel
assemblies such that only properly operating ones would be submitted
to the dynamometer test.
The amplitude of the beat frequency recording reflects the combination
of forces present in the two bearing assemblies. This is true for
both the ball pass beat frequency and the retainer pass beat frequency.
Figure 5.4-14 shows in a series of four ;tepi how the instantaneous
radial forces in the two bearings produce the ball or retainer meat
waveshape for the ideal stable mode of operation. The first diagram
(a) shows the two forces present in the bearings with FA representing
the larger force and F B representing the smaller force. When considering
the retainer forces, both FA and FB are rotating at approximately 243
revolutions per second. Since the beat frequency results from the
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relative motion between the two retainers or ball groups, the larger
force FA may be represented as being staionary while the smaller force
FB rotates about it. Diagram (b) shows these forces together with the
resultant force FR. During one beat cycle, the relative positions of
forces FA and FB change to produce the instantaneous amplitudes of the
resultant force FR as shown in diagram (c).
The individual magnitudes of FA and FB can be determined from examining
positions I and III of diagram (c).
For position I:
FR Min F
A - FB	(Equation 1)
For position III:
FR Max - FA + FB	(Equation 2)
Combining equations 1 and 2:
FA - FR Min + FR Max	 (Equation 3)
2
and
FB - FR Max - FR Min	 (Equation 4)
2
For a typical wave as shown in diagram (d), the mid-point of the
maximum and minimum beat amplitude is proportional to the amplitude
of FA and the modulation about this level is proportional to the
amplitude of FB . Thus the bearing with the largest force contributes
the level to the wave and the bearing with the smallest force contributes
the modulation about this level. By measuring the minimum and maximum
amplitude of the wave, reduction of these values to obtain their
component parts allows an evaluation to be made of the stability of
the forces present for the individual bearings. These stabilities
represented an important part of the grading system.
The grading system was based upon an ideal maximum of 8 points which
are equally divided between the ball pass frequency and retail;°r pass
frequency evaluation.
The four points for the ball pass frequency were awarded for:
1. Maximum amplitude of the level of less than 10 millivolts.
2, Changes in amplitude for the level and the modulation of less
than 3 millivolts.
3. Frequency of less than 5 hertz.
k. Stability of fre quency of less than 0.3 hertz.
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The four points for the retainer pass frequency were awarded for:
1. Waveshape has classical sinusoidal pattern.
2. Waveshape has uniform pattern for the retainer passes monitored.
3. The retainer pass frequency has 1/7 ratio relative to the ball
pass frequency.
4. Changes in amplitude of the level and the modulation of less
than 0.5 millivolts.
5.4.3 Results
The effectiveness of the grading system was measured by the dynamometer
yield for a group of units of (a) similar wheel assembly configuration
and (b) similar bearing metal hardware types. The units compared were
all of the 3.0# preload, ORR retainer, V
-78 oil configuration with
bearing metals of the LN, NN and NSN types. A comparison of the Ball
and Retainer Beat Performance Index to dynamometer yield made it
apparent that units with lower total points awarded had considerably
poorer dynamometer yield than those with a higher performance index.
This trend is shown in Figure 5.4-15.
When the sample was large enough to reveal that this yield difference
was signif icant, those assemblies exhibiting a Ball and Retainer Beat
Performance Index equal to or less than 5 were rej^cted at the
balancing stage of processing. Those exhibiting a Ball and Retainer
Beat Performance Index greater than 5 were submitted for dynamometer
aualif icat ion.
The ball and retainer beat frequency data was also used at other levels
of assembly during the repair program. At the float level, it was
tal en when the milliwattmeter recording of an assembly indicated
unusual and/or marginal behavior such that additional information
about the bearing performance was desired. Also, it is being used
in the float life test program as the link between the float performance
and the failure criteria applied to gyros while installed in a guidance
system. That is, the gyro's acceptability for flight system use has
been judged throughout the program by its ARIA stability. The lower
assembly levels of gyro, namely wheel and float, do not allow for
measurement of the drift rates and their stability. The best
prediction of drift stability at this time is that obtained from the
correlation to the ball and/or retainer beat frequency stabilities.
For this reason, these frequencies are being measured and their
stabilities will be tracked for the remainder of the life test program.
At the gyro level, the ball and retainer beat frequencies are recorded
durii.g I&A testing to assist in evaluating the quality of the gyro and
also to provide baseline data for the gyro performance data obtained
later -t the system's level. When failures occur at the gyro test
level or system test level, this beat data is also usea as a diagnostic
tool for failure verification and failure cause identification which
are important parts of the Apollo failure closure system.
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Recommendations
1. RPc,-nt testing has shown that instrumentation techniques are
available which allow both separation and automatic recording
of the individual ball pass frequencies at all levels of
assembly.
It is anticipated that this will result in:
a. a better correlation of frequency stability to drift rate
stability
b, a better understanding of bearing behavior and its affects
on gyro performance
c, a more precise preloading technique which would be based
upon loading to ball pass frequency data
2. Evaluation of the data available from the ball and retainer beat
fre quency recording at the wheel balancer level and that available
from .x dynamometer test indicate that there are many characteristics
that have a potential for correlating. Figure 5.4-16 shows the
specific relationships which have the highest potential for
correlation. In general, the amplitudes and amplitude stabilities
should predict the stability of modes during dynamometer testing
and the frequency stability- should predict torque level stability
during dynamometer testing. It is recommended that these correlations
be evaluated during future wheel build efforts in an attempt to
provide an even better screen prior to the dynamometer testing effort.
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5.5	 BEARING VISUAL AND PROCESS STUDY
5.5.1	 Bac round:
In 1969, NDH began fabrication of Apollo spin-axis bearings from
bar stock through final race finishing after a lapse of approximately
4 years. The first group of these bearings was subjected to a new
metal qualification program using the standard repair program
configuration of 3 pound preload, ORR Nylasint retainers and V-78
oil. This qualification attempt was halted after six bearing starts
due to early, severe metal failure on the wheel balancer and in
the dynamometer (See Section 2, Page 5 for yield breakdown-TN
Bearings).
Analysis of these failures and other unrun bearings from the same
group, and a comparison with LN type bearings from the repair program
was undertaken using high magnification SEM (Scanning Electron
Microscope), polarized light, and interferometer microscopic techniques.
5 . 5 .2	 Problem Identification:
Evaluation of the bearings under polarized monochromatic light shoved
many particles with "sparkled" or glowed, particularly those areas
forming the "head" of observed comet tails. These glowing particles
were identified by W. C. McCrone Associates, Inc. as being aluminum
oxide ei' a purity which could only cane from abrasives and not
inclusions. These particles ranged in size from 0.03 to 7.0 µm with
tLe majority in the 2 to }= group.
In addition to analyzing these surface embedments, McCrone also
performed cross-section analysis and found the following typical
inclusions in a cross-sectioned shaft:
60 iron carbide particles less than 1 to 3 dam
7 chromium carbides less than 1 to 3 M
5 titanium carbides with about 10% zirconium oxide
in the 2 to 4 )= size range
3 straight zirconium oxide particles about 1 pm
2 aluminum oxide particles less than 1 pm
A comparison made at AC Electronics of the new metal NDH bearings
and the old LN bearings used on the repair program showed that the
new metal (TN) bearings had up to twice as many embedded particles
which were 12 to 2 times as large as those in the LN hardware.
These assessments were made using the Reichert microscope and a
Nomarsky polarization interferometer.
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5 . 5 . 3	 Development Work at NDH:
In order to determine the cause of the embedded Al203 particles and
to eliminate these and other raised metal anomalies, a team of AC
personnel worked with NDH personnel at NDH. This joint effort had,
as its objective, the development of processing and microscopy
techniques to produce bearing raceways free of embedments and other
anomalies in excess of 4 N".
A review of the finishing procedures pointed out the extensive use
of Al203 abrasives in both the rough and finish steps of raceway
polishing. The use of Al 20 in some of the early steps tends to
promote embedment of particles in the deeper finishing grooves and
metal foldover or "smearing" which locks the particle in place to
form the head of subsequent "comet tails".
To eliminate metal foldover and embedment of the relatively smooth
Al20 1 abrasive particles, a procedure was evolved which essentially
consisted of substitution of diamond dust for aluminum oxide in the
2 to 6 ,um and 2 to 3 )= size ranges (in an oil slurry) and the use
of these slurries with a tape lap ("cro ,7us cloth") to provide
to
	 rather than 'burnishing" at each successively finer
finishing step.
It was determined by process experimentation that it was essential
at each step in the race finishing, after final grind, to use
successively finer cutting agents and completely remove all evidences
of the previous step's finishing marks. This had to be determined
by low magnification (30X) examination after each step, with repeti-
tion if necessary to obtain a uniform background finish.
The outer ring modifications required were the substitution of the
two grades of diamond dust instead of the Al 20 after the honing
step. The parts were polished with a formed sgoe and Nylon cloth,
using the two slurries in short time cycles, with 30X examination
befoia final evaluation with polarized light and tae Nomarsky inter-
ferometer.
With the shaft, it was necessary to introduce a tape lapping step
(using "Crocus" cloth) after finish grind and prior to replica lapping.
This had to be done to completely remove the finish grinding marks
to prepare the raceway for replica lapping, which usea LA-1
(Levigated alumina) with a low melting point raceway replica to
obtain rouniness. After replica lap, Lhe rough and finish polishing
steps were identical to the O.R. finishing steps except that a rod
and nylon were used instead of a formed shoe and nylon.
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5.5.4	 Results:
The first 10 bearings finished in the manner described in 5.5.3
were assembled at AC into the 3# preload, O.R. riding Nylasint
retainer, and V-78 oil configuration. The results are tabulated
in Section 2, Page 5; but in s , m n&ry, these 10 units resulted in a
25% process yield and a 30% hardware yield which was sufficient to
pass the qualification requirements. The knowledge gained during
the ,Joint AC-NDH investigation has been incorporated into a processing,
inspection, and acceptance specification which is included in
Appendix D.
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5.6 CONTAMINATION CONTROL
5.6.1 Objective
In an attempt to reduce the particulate contamination level of the
25 IRIG Apollo instrument, effort was initiated directed specifically
at piece part cleaning, subassembly processing, final assembly
procedures and the gyro filling operation. Specific levels of
cleanliness were established at each of these process points, with
the ultimate objective directed toward building an instrument free
of contamination which would cause a float assembly restriction or
hangup. In order to achieve this objective, a maximum size limit
was placed on residual contaminants within the completed gyro.
Analyses of the instrument mechanical clearances between the float
and case components reflects a .003 inch or 75 micron minimum gap
(excluding that between the pivot and jewel). In view of this, it
was established that the particle size of contaminants observed when
assessing the filtered filling overflow sample mus.. be no greater
than 75 microns.
5.6.2 Discussion
5.6.2.1 Determination of the S^-,urce of Contamination
5.6.2.1.1 Failure Analysis
To determine the total degree of contamination within a given
gyro failure, a failure analysis method was developed which
provided the capability to assess the fluid within the gyro
with a minimum chance of introducing contamination as a
function of the gyro disassembly operation. The method
consisted of draining and flushing the gyro - while mounted
in a laminar flow booth, collecting the drained fluid and
filtering and assess the residue collected on the filter.
Figure 5.6-1 represents this facility.
The major problem encountered during the development of this
process, was that associated with the initial qualification
of the set up and the preparation of the gyro for draining,
without introduction of contamination that could be interpreted
as gyro oriented. This problem was overcome primarily by
implementation of extreme care by the operator and the
reduction, to the greatest possible extent, the direct contact
of the operator and the fixtures and gyro.
The procedure involves making a fluid collection set up,
consisting of a collection funnel incorporating a 0.8 micron
m1111pore filter for collecting the particulate contamination,
a stand for holding the gyro during the draining and flushing
process and a filtered freon system for flushing the gyro
after draining. Figure 5.6-2 reflects the component parts
making up this assembly. These carts and subassemblies,
excluding the gyro, are qualified when they exhibit no
particulate greater than 25 microns. Upon qualification of
the fixture, one of the gyro end caps (bellows) is removed.
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At this time, extreme care must be exercised to prevent
contamination of the gyro fluid. Upon removal of the first
end cap, the gyro is positioned on the collection adapter
as shown in Figure 5.6-3. The second bellows is then
removed and the gyro, with the bottom adapter and the
flushing .aservoir in place, positioned for draining as
shown in Figures 5.6-4 and 5.6-5. Draining is performed at
about 1"35°F and normally takes approximately 24 hours.
Once the draining has been accomplished, a charge of 200 ml
of freon is flushed through the gyro as shown in Figure 5.6-6,
and processed througn the same collection system as that used
for tiie damping fluid The collection filter is then Rssessed
microscopically and the particles categorized in 0-25, 25-50,
50-75 and > 75 micron ranges. The particles are then identified
relative to type and an attempt is made to relate them to
gyro components, fixturing, processing or equipment.
5.6.2.1.2	 Particle Identification
The degree of microscopic particle identification at
AC Electronics is limited to visual association and chemical
analysis. In view of this, McCrone Associates, of Chicago,
Illinois was contracted to peri'orm the more extensive particle
identification. The methods used at McCrone consisted of
visual comparison and the use of the! microprobe. Samples of
the. identification results of a nudier of instruments is
reflected in Figure 5.6-7.
Samples of particulate residue of in-process cleaning stages
and filling fixture sample assessments was also submitted to
McCrone Associates. The results of this analysis was used to
determine the origin of fixture and processing contamination,
and used as a basis for establishing specific corrective action.
5.6.2.2 Corrective Action
5.b.2.2.1
	 Processing Improvement
In order to reduce the contamination level within the completed
gyro, the following process iimprovemenz;s were implemented.
1. Extensive bellows cleaning and qualification
2. End housing poli g hing, cleaning and qualification
3. Miscellaneous hardware qualification
4. Extensive main housing and float assembly qualification
5. Pivot pre-cementing
6. Qualification of the g•►-o fill
Analysis of gyro failures indicated that a portion of the
debris obtierved witnin the gyro, upon diaassembly, could have
been in tiie bellows assembly at the time of installation.
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Further analysis of the bellows from these instru;^ents
confirmed this suspicion. Based upon this observation, a
series of cleaning tests were conducted to determine the
most effective manner to clean these components. In
parallel with this activity, a number of meetings were
held with th° supplier, Metal Bellows Corporation, in ar.
attempt to impr r)ve the fabrication, assembly and packaging
of the bellows prior to delivery. As a result of these
contacts, c , ^atrols were initiated at the supplier Which
improved the bellows cleanliness condition. These im prove-
ments were documetated in the critical process agreiLment.
The final clearing proced lzre, implemented at AC, involved
processing seven bellows as a lot, and exposing one of the
seven to destructive testing for visual assessment. The
cleaning process of this lot of 7 parts consis+ s of a 5 minute
ultrasonic cleaning in trichloroethylene, followed by a
thirough freon vast :^.ai:^p^ a "water-Fik" and a subsequent
vasning using a direct stream of freon applied with a millipore
filter jet for 3 minutes. The qualification is accomplished
by rinsing the part with 1CO ml of Freon, applied using a
millipore filter jet or millijet as pictured in Figure 5.6-8.
The 100 ml of freon is filtered through a 0.45 micron filter
and the filter visually examined. Preliminary acceptance of
the part is accomplished if no particle greater than 50 microns
in size are observed. If this condition is not met, the part
is rejected and subjected t the cleaning cycle again. Final
acceptance of the lot of six_ is subsequently based on the
visual. assessment of the seventh rant of the lot. Acceptance
ie acccmplishad if no particles greater than 50 microns are
observed. If this criteria is not met, the entire lot is
rejected and submitted to another cleaning cycle and requalif i-
cation.
Prior to submitting the potted end housings to the cleaning
and qualification cycle, an extensive clean up is performed -
especially in the area of the fill holes. Special care is
taken to remove all debris from the component prior to the
150 hour evacuation period. Once meeting the bleed out
criteria, if it is a reused part, the assemblies are forwarded
to the clean room for final assembly. Prior to final cleaning,
however ; the end 'housings are processed through the "pre-pivot"
cementing operation. Once the pivots have been cemented and
the axial centering operation accomplished, the end housings
are subjected to the final cleaning and qualification cycle.
This consists of scrubbing each end housing with varsol and
freon using a nylon brush followed by a spray rinse of freon
using a "water-pik". Final qualification is accomplished by
washing the surface of the, assembly with 200 ml of freon,
applied using a filterjet, filtering the 200 ml of freon and
assessing t?.e residue remaining on the filter. The assembly
is accepted if ther A are no particles on this filter greater
than 25 microns. If this criteria is not met, the assembly
is reprocessed through the cleaning cycle until it meets this
cleanliness level.
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The miscellaneous hardware such as screws, balance ad"usters
etc., the float assembly, main housing, and damping block
assemblies are also processed through a cleaning and
qualification cycle similar to that used for the end housing
assemblies.
During the development of this qualification process, it was
discovered that extreme care must be exercised in the handling
of components in order to prevent fallout and/or contamination
by the operator. In view of this, a number of holding and
assembly forceps ,iere designed and built to handle the parts
for qualification and assembly. Several of them are pictured
in Figure 5.6-9.
Final assembly of the gyro starts with the operation of making
up the main housing assembly. This assembly consists of a
main housing, float assembly, two damping block assemblies,
balance adjuGters and flex leads. Duri_rg the build up of this
assembly, all components are handled with f --,ceps si)ecifi,,ally
designed fer each of the parts and are thoroughly cleaned and
assessed in a manner similar to that used for parts and sub-
assemblies prior to use. Once the main housing assembly has
been completed, including soldering the flex lead to the float
terminals, flushing and qualification is accomplished per the
following sequence.
1. Qualification of the main housing flushing fixture
2. Establishing an initial contamination level base line.
3. Flushing.
4. Qualification of the -.ssembly using a blue background
fil'er for collecting the residue remaining after flushing.
Q;zalification of the assembly using a :;hite background
filter for assessing the degree of residual contamination
within the main rousing assembly.
Qualification of the fixture consists cf drawing 250 millileters
of freon through the fixture and collecting the residue on a
0.45 micron blue filter, The fixture is qualified if no
particles greater than 25 microns in size, and no more than 3
particles in the range of 0-25 microns are obeerved on this
filter. Figure 5.6-10 and 5.6 -11 show the flushing and
mounting adapter for the flushing operation,
Once the fixture has been qualified, the gyro is mounted in the
flushing fixture in preparation for flushing and qualification.
Prior to gyro flushing however, a base line contamination
level of the assembly is determined. This is accomplished by
drawing 1/2 gallon of Preon through the gyro and a blue 0.45
micron filter immediately after assembly of the gyro onto the
flushing fixture. This filter is assessed and used to determine
the degree of control in force during the final assembly
operation. Subsequently, the gyro is flushed both with the SG
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and TG end down with one gallon of Freon in each direction,
but with rjut a filter on the downstream side of the gyro.
Qualification is then performed drawing 1 gallon of freon
through the assembly for each qualification using a blue
0.45 micron filter first and secondly a white 0.45 micron
filter for debris collection.
The qualification criteria for these and all other piece
part and subassembly operations, including final fill, as
determined by counting the debris on the assessment filter,
is tabulated on Figure 5.6-12.
After qualification of this and other subassemblies and
piece parts, the final assembly operation is completed and
the gyro assembly is filled. Before mounting the gyro onto
the fixture, however, all components of that fixture are
thoroughly cleaned and qualified for final use in a manner
similar to the qualification of gyro parts. Figure 5.6-13
shows the latest AC electronics IRIG fill fixture station.
The most unique feature of this fixture is the overflow
collection and assessment cup which provides the capability
to filter and assess the damping fluid overflow for particulate
contamination without removal from the fill stand.
Figure 5.6-14 shows the overflow cup and assessment collection
filter for the fill fixture. Figures 5.6-15, 5.6-16, 5.6-17
and 5.6-18 reflect a cross section of the gyro, bottom plate
and overflow system, exploded view and a cross section of
t%_e fluid reservoir and degassing assembly respectively.
Figure 5.6-19 shows the completed fill fixture and gyro
under evacuation. It is to be noted that the fixtures are
located in laminar flow booths to prevent contamination
introduction doming the gyro fill fixtur^ assembly operation.
Once the fixture has beer_ assessed to be clean and ready for
filling, t he gyro is mounted onto tie fill stand and the
filling operations performed. The overflo,, sample of damping
fluid is then filtered through the 0.45 micron filter located
in the assessment cup. The particulate residue remaining on
the filter is counted and recorded in the log book. The gyre
is qualified for acceptance if there are no particles on this
filter greater than 75 microns (.003 inch).
5.6.3 Results
Since incorporation of these controls, the yield through the filling
operation has increased from 50% to 75% and for the last four months
of the program demonstrate a 95% level. Also, during this same period,
and since implementing the pre-pivot c P-menting and the extensive parts
cleaning and qualification, the failure rate for float freedom dropped
from 8% to 3.7%.
Figure 5.6-20 presents the gyro filling yields from December 1968
through December 1969. The incorporation of the pre-pivot cementing
and the component assembly qualification was accomplished February 1, 1960'.
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The improvement in yield after that date is apparent, however, the
depressed yield experienced in July 1969 was never determined.
Figure 5.6 -21 summarizes the average monthly particle count of the
gyr,D overflow sample. The particle count is broken down into size
categories of 0 -25, 25-50, 50-75 and > 75 microns and by periods
of performance. The improvement demonstrated from February through
December 1969 is the dir?ct result of implementation of unique
assembly techniques (pre-pivot cementing, subassembly and parts
qualification and parts handling) during this period. The reduction
of the particle count in the 0 -25 micron range noted since
September 1969 can be correlated with the implementation of the new
AC filling fixture adapters
.,
	
inecrporated the millipore pre
filter and the overflow assessment assemblies. -- ased on these
results,, 	 is ccncluded that the 25 IRIG gyro built during the
period February 1, 1969 through December 31, 1969 reflect a major
improvement in gyro cleanliness level and represents an improvement
in gyro reliability.
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Findings %
Element Search
8Al24 Sample 2 8Al24 Sample 3
Aluminum Possible Trace Trace
Bismuth - Trace
Bromine Absent Absent
Calcium Absent Absent
Cadmium Trace -
Chromium Absent -
Chlorine - Trace
Cobalt - 1-2
Chromium - 1-2
Copper 1-5 Absent
Iron Trace 10
Magnesium Absent Absent
Nickel 0-0.5 -
Phosphorus - Absent
Lead 40-60 Absent
Silicon Absent Trace
Sulphur - Absent
Sodium - 2-5
Tin 40-60 -
Zine Trace 75
Oxygen Present -
Die-Cast Metal
Conclusion Solder or
Galvanized Iron
Particle Identification
Figure 5.6-7
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Figure 5.6-11
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ad
Month
Q U A N T I T Y
Yield
Filled Failed Passed
December 1968 6 3 50
January 1969 4 3 1 25
February 1969 6 2 4 67
March 1969 9 0 9 100
April 1969 8 0 8 100
May 1969 7 2 5 71
June 1969 11 0 11 100
July 1969 7 4 3 43
August 1969 7 1 6 86
September 1969 10 0 10 100
October 1969 11 1 10 91
November 1969 lu 1 13 93
December 1969 7 0 7 100
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5.'( DUCOSYN POTTING CRACK PROBLEM
5.7.1 History
5.7.1.1 The potting crack problem is characterized principally by
microsyn bore wall cracks which are generally adjacent and
parallel to the pole faces. The depth of these cracks range
from superficial to full-depth (down to the coil face) and
were considered non reparable. Other types of cracks, with
lesser incidence, are peripheral cracks at the base of the
suspension stator
.,
	 also cracks emanating from the corners
of the microsyn pole faces.
5.7.1.2 Although microscopic inspection showed evidence of similar cracks
on the forward production program units (1963-1965), particularly
after gyro teardown, the ever-all incidence rate is indeterminate.
5.7.1.3 Of the first group of 150 SIGNAL END HOUSINGS potted in the
REPAIR PROGRAM, approximately one-third developed bore wall
cracks during post-cure temperature cycling. The o7er-all
incidence through all phases of processing, and for all types
of cracks, was 60%.
5.7.1.4 The character of the bore wall cracks was indicative of a stress-
relief occurring during temperature cycling. The microsyn stator
cores were the suspected source of such stresses. A correlated
cause, the sensitivity of the P -14 potting compound to cracking,
was also considered. The latter was particularly relevant since
torquer units which did not have a similar cracking problem were
less susceptible to cracking because of the reset coils with
their decreased potting volume and potting reinforcement.
5.7.2 Approach, Corrective Action
5.7.2.1 Investigation was directed to sectioning of a cracked signal
unit. This revealed a line-to-line fit of core and housing being
coincident with the crack axis (see Figure 5.7-1), and it was
concluded that this stress condition caused the cracks. Conclusion
was further verified by similarly sectioning a scrap but non-
cracked signal unit which showed diametric clearance between core
and end housing. Assembly requirements were immediately revised
to provide for a slide-fit of the core in the end housing. As e.
further control of the core-to-hoieing fit, the O.D. control ring
of the microsyn core stacking fixture was resized to eliminate
both an oversize and out-of•roulid core and subsequent necessity
for grinding. Another end housing with a bore wall crack was
also sectioned vertically to further observe interior areas of
crack development. (See Figure 5.7-2).
5.7.2.2 The radial stress characteristic of the bore wall cracks led to
an Engineering review of processing sequence. Consequently, a
trial run of 10 un.Ls was made in which the normal sequence
of (1) temperature cycling and (2) rough grind of microsyn bore
was rev?rsed. This, it was theorized, would provide for removal
of excess potting material from bore wall before temperature
cycling, and would allow polec to expand at faces during temperature
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cycling with minimized radial pressure on potting.
5.7.2.3 Processing factors affecting potting compound quality with
respect to cracking tendency was also considered. A questionable
area here was the 5-minute evacuation time of the potting
compound after pouring into the mold. Processing requirements
on other programs using the same P -14 potting material on the
same series end housings called for only 3-minute evacuation
time. With MIT concurrence, the requirement was revised to
3 minutes to .Linimize extraction of activator and resultant
adverse effect on cured potting compound.
5.7.2.4 To relieve inherent stresses in the microsyn stator subassembly,
particularly the stator core, temperature cycling of the
unpotted assembly was added to the processing procedure.
5.7. 2 .5 To further minimize stator core stresses, temperature cycling
of individual cores was also added to the fabrication procedure.
As a further measure, a 12 -slot core stacking fixture was
implemented (to replace orl3inal 1 -slot fixture) to control pole
width size and coil fit to minimize pole stress transfer to
petting compound. (See Figures 5.7-3 and 5.7-4)
5.7.2.6 Potting pre-cure temperature reduction, from 212OF to 160o'F, to
minimize shrinkage stresses was also evaluated.
5.7.3 Results
5.7.3.1 The shorter potting evacuation time procedure did not appreciably
reduce cracking incidence. It merely shifted the incidence time
t, after grind with 10 of 23 trial units cracked (43.5%).
5.7.3.2 Reversed processing of temperature cycling and rough grind showed
no significant improvement in yield. Three of 10 trial units
cracked before final grind.
5.7.3.3 The pre-pot temperature cycling provided the most significant
singular improvement with an over-all crack rate reduction to
23.4 for SIG ULS ( 22 of 94 cracked), 12% for TOR(ZJMS ( 3 of 25
cracked) and a cumulative rate of 21%.
5.7.4 Recommendations
The presently prescribed potting compound (P-14) for ducosyn and
housings has a comparatively greater tendency to cracking than other
compounds from the same manufacturer. This is based on the
manufacturer's "crack resistance factor" which takes into account
the various physical properties whic" affect cracking such as tensile
strength, coefficient of expensicn, moL,slus in flexure, etc..
P-82 is recommended as a replac Tient potting compound which has
such higher resistance to cracking.
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MICROSYN STATOR CORE STACKING
AND BONDING FIM URE - 12 POLE SLOTS
Figure 5,7-3
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5.8 GYRO CONNECTOR RMESIGN
5.8.1 History
'_".firing tht period from July 1965 through January 1968, ten gyro
failures were reported which could have been related to the method
of engagement between the shroud connector and the end housing
terminal assembly. Analysis of these ten failures indicated that
eight were associated with the marginal connector-pin engagement
characteristics. A partial solution to this problem had previously
been implemented in 1965. The study at that time, based on a
tolerance analysis, indicated that with maximum tolerance build up
a non-engagement between the connector and pin could exist. In
view of this, a requirement was added to the end housing and
terminal assembly spec-Lfying that the terminal shall protrude at
least ,112 inch beyond the connector locating surface. This provides,
as a minimum, a line-to-line contact between the connector and the
terminal pins. This assumed that the connector was completely seated.
However, actual experience indicated that this was rot always the case.
Subsequent observations of failed units reflected c possible connector
back-off caused either by vi')ration or stress relieving, which
eliminated connector-pin contact. In view of this, a redesign study
was implemented.
5.8.2 Study
5.8.2.1 Tolerance Study
A detailed tolerance study of the original design was accomplished,
primarily directed toward defining the potential for marginal
engagement characteristics between the Connector and the Terminals
of the End Housing and Terminal Assembly, Figure 5.8 -1 reflects
the tolerance variation in the terminal length from the connector
locating surface of ,0910 to .1183 inches, This total variation,
however, was subsequently reduced by adding a control dimension of
.112 inch minimum pin protrusion. This in turn increased the
minimum terminal active area to .097 inch as pictured in Figure 5.8-2.
Figure 5.8-3 and 5.8-4 reflect the maximum and minimum engagement
of the connector and terminal when applying the ,112 minimum
dimension to the end housing and terminal assembly. Even with
the ,112 inch minimum control of the end housing terminal length,
disengagement could occur as a function of vibration or normal
stress relieving with time.
5.8.2,2 Redesign
In order to correct this marginal condition, a redesign was
pursued that would provide a positive engagement between connector
and pin and still maintain interchangeability with the existing
terminal-end housing configuration. Also, the redesign approach
would be directed toward maintaining the present connector
envelope. This would eliminate the lead time required to develop
a new connector mold and at the same time insure against possible
future assembly problems. The final design did result in
retaining the basic connector envelope as well as the connector
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collet design. The assembly sequence was changed, however,
locating the collets within the molded connector body with -she
split end rotated 1800 from the original Apollo II IRIG
configuration.
This provided positive contact well down on the shank of the
terminal pines and eliminated completely the possibility of
disengagement inasmuch as any back-off is restricted by the
inner surface of the shroud end cover. Figure 5.8-5 reflects
the connecter-terminal engagement of the new connector design.
The only questionable feature of the design was the possible
tine damage during assembly of the connector to the terminals,
because the split end is on the leading rather than on the
trailing end. This fear, however, was overcome through the
development of proper handling techniques and no failures have
occurred because of this condition.
5.8.2.3 Qualification Testing
Test Report Nn. 20 -P453, Appendix. E, identifies the testing
performed and the results demonstrated. In summary, all samples
demonstrated "in specification" characteristics with the
exception of 1,in retention. It was observed that the pin
retention was reduced on at least one collet (out of 8) after the
initial installation. For this reason, connector assemblies are
used only once even though electrical continuity ai.d contact
resistance is adequate even after a number of engagements and
disassemblies.
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5.9 GRAVITY' TRANSIENT 3VALUATIGN
5.9.1 Background
This nomenclature is utilized to define a performance characteristic
where float unbalance changes as a function of time. It is a term
usually used with regard to torque changes which have relatively
short time constants - generally minutes or up to a few hours -
wbereas torque changes of weeks or months are more commonly termed
"ramps "
The gravity transient test is normally performed in a closed loop
utilizing the torqu- generat r for applying the counter-balancing
for yi.e to the float (the toi que summing member). The counter-
balancing torque is recorded and the instrument attitude usually is
a OA horizontal, or at least, some attitude other than 04 vertical
so that the .f loat gravity sensitive torque may be sensed.
Upon having achieved a stabilized conditic,, the gyro attitude is
changed with respect to gravity- by rotating the unit about GA to a
new position, generally in 900 increments, although other increments
may be used. The recorded torque is observed to change on these
problem units eventually settling out at a stable level in that
attitude.
5.9.2 Discussion
The normal cause of this condition in these instruments is a fluid
entrapped in the float assemb l y which is free to change its position
by moving in a plane perpendicular to OA. Given sufficient time, it
will achieve a rest position at the bottom of the path in which it
moves. Figure 5.9 -1 shows sketches of the mechanism.
Analysis of instruments exhibiting this condition, utilizing a closed
loop analytical balance (EDM balan^e), showed that the ducosyn
rotors generally were the source of this performance characteristic
and was isolated primarily to the interface between the microsyn
rotor laminated stack and the beryllium rotor holder. The rotor
holder 2ontains a relief into which the gyro damping fluid was seeping
such that the relief was partially filled with fluid. Figure 5.9-2
shows the increasing magnitude of the gravity transient on four units
showing that as mere fluid entered the relief area, the transie^t
magnitude increased. This condition would continue to occur until
the relief became half-: 11 and then would decrease until no transient
would be apparent when it was full.
Fikr,are .9-3 shows the di.::ensions of the rotor relief and includes
calculati.-,ns shoving the expected maximum gravity transient and time
constant. The time constant assumes an unimpeded flow path through
the relief area, which from tine Failure Analyses performed, was shown
to !lave some cem<:a restrictions which would impede the fluid flow
resulting in a longer time constant. The calculation. therefore,
would 'Le a minimum. The time constant of four typict 	 nits is as
f-)llovs :
7C'94 25 Minutes	 7C162 17 Minutes
7G102 37 Minutes	 7077	 11 Minutes
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The cause for the gravity transient has been shown to be due to partial
filling of the reliefs in the rotor holder. The problem has generally
been the relief under the Ticrosyn laminated stack, with but few
exceptions. The assembly process resulted in some cement on the ead
face of laminated stack - rotor holder interface. Whoa in the unit,
damping fluid would slowly leak through this interface into the relief
area. Performance testing would then be impeded by this fluid moving
around which resulted in various ADIA and ADSRA, as well as BD values,
depending upon the fluid mass location at the time each of the tests
were being performed.
It is of interest to note some of the variables which were observed
or analyzed with regard to this problem area:
1. The torque influence of the fluid has a positive or negative
effect dependent upon the direction of rotation about OA.
2. Apparent ADIA and ^.DSRA ramps can result from erroneous torques
during servo testing, the magnitude of which is dependiant upon
how rapidly- performance is measured after a change in orientation.
3. The gravity transients observed and computed considered g;.-ro
damping fluid as the fluid mass. The existence of other fluids
in the relief (or even mixed with damping fluid) could result in
quite different tine constants.
5.9.3 Corrective Action
In view of the findings and the conclusions drawn, a modification to
the rotor,/holder c .^m?nting procedure was implemented which eliminated
cement from the relief area and thereby prcmcted rapid filling of the rotor
assembly of damping fluid. An alternative is to impregnate the
assembly with a cement-like material, but unless free access of the
impregnant is assured, unfilled areas can exist which are susceptible
to damping fluid filling in the instrument. It is therefore necessary
to similarly revise the rotor assembly process to assure complete
impregnant f 111.
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5.10 GYRO ALIGNMIT STABILITY INVESTIGATION
5.10.1 Background
Stability of IRIG alignment about OA became more important as the
Apollo program progressed from the Apollo I with an alignment
Specification of 10 arc-minutes to the Apollo II with a specification
of 1 mr (3.44 arc-minutes). Consequently, the following dimensional
conditions and gyro handling operations leading to alignment shifts
were examined during the program. Each of the items is treated in
detail in the discussion which follows.
1. Establishment of more rigorous mounting and alignment procedures
during gyro level testing.
2. Study of Apollo II trunnion holding torque.
3. Improvement of contr ,)fled conditions during vibration.
4. Study of system mounting conditions.
5.10.2 Discussion
5.10.2.1 Establishment of more rigorous gyro mounting and alignment
procedures during gyro level testing.
In order to minimize the risk of inducing alignment shifts in
the gyro test block, careful control of the sequence of operations
and the use of a torque wrench for tightening all screws was
initiated.
Figure 5.10.1 shows two views of the IRIG mounted for the revised
alignment verification test. Tha TG end mount clamping screw
torque was controlled to prevent vhe TG end mount (part of the
holding fixture and shown in Figure 5.10-1B) from exceeding the
torque of the SG mount and inducing alignment shifts. The TG end
mount was also repositioned for this test, eliminating the slot-
pin engagement to prevent inadvertent rotation of the mount. In
addition, while maintaining an applied torque to the heater and
enO mount assembly through the use of an alignment fork and torque
wrench, the mount is secured to the test block. This operation
assures that the SG "eater is fixed in the position which removes
the free play between its alignment slot and the test block pin
and more importantly removes the free play between the heater
mounting diameter and the test block bore. Figure 5.10-1A shows
the alignment fork tines (indicated by arrows) as they are used
to apply 15 inch-pounds of clockwise torque to the mounting ears
of the heater and end mount assembly.
While thus secured, the misalignment is then measured by reading
the SG output during turntable rotation about +SRA. The SG
r:iounting screws are then loosened and the entire operation including
the misalignment measurement is repeated for the application of a
counter-clockwise torque. The two readings are then averaged
algebraically to obtain the gyro misalignment.
5.10.2.2 Study of Apollo II Trunnion Holding Torque
The occasional shift of gyro alignment across vibration or system
installation initiated examination of the holding torque of the
heater and end mount to the gyro trunnion.
A group of Apollo II end mounts and a single Apollo I end mount
were installed in turn on the SG end of Gyro 7A182. Breakaway
torque was measured with various trunnion clamping screw torques.
Figure 5.10-2 shows the Apollo I and Apollo II end mounts.
Because of the completely split design of the Apollo I mount, a
greater holding torque was expected.
Figure 5.10 -3 shows the breakaway torque vs clamping screw
torque. The solid line for the Apollo II design represents the
average value for nine end mounts tested up to five inch-pounds
clamping screw torque, the specification value at the time.
Although the average value of about 40 inch-pounds breakaway
torque at 5 inch-pounds screw torque appeared safe with normal
gyro handling, the following measures were taken to assure the
maximum holding torque level:
1. The application of thermally conducting grease to the inner
surface of the mount was limited to a minimum amount.
2. The trunnion clamping screw torque requirement was increase
from 5 inch-pounds to 7.5 inch-pounds, doubling the holding
torque (See Figure 5.10-3).
3. All end mounts were checked for breakaway torque prior to
installation, using a mandrel of the gyro trunnicn diameter.
A minimum breakaway torque of 40 inch-pounds with 7.5 inch-
pounds clamping torque was required.
In another test, deflection of the Apollo II mount was measured
for various trunnion clamping screw torques, with the mount in a
free state. Figure 5.10 -4 shows the result. This test provides
a sensitive method for checking specific mounts, since the
effect of screw thread friction is an important factor in trunnion
holding torque and directly affects dimension A. It then can be
concluded that an assembly which does not exhibit this deflection
torque characteristic would have marginal clamping torque.
5.10.2.3 Improvement of Controlled Conditions luring Vibration
In order to minimize alignment shifts as a result of vibration,
a thorough review of the operation was made. The following changes
were made:
1. The gyro holding fixture formerly held the gyro in a manner
similar to that in the test area, with the gyro TG end
secured in a SG type heater and end mount. The TG end of
the fixture was modified to employ the split ring TG mount
used in the Apollo System. Figure 5.10-5 shows the modified
fixture. In addition to holding the gyro TG end more securely,
an undesirable resonance along OA was eliminated.	 {
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2. The vibration console servo control was improved for closer
control of the programmed level. In addition, a second
accelerometer installed on the fixture activated a safety
circuit, which stopped the vibration if a preset level of
20 g rms was exceeded.
3. A torque requirement was placed on all screws used in
mounting the gyro in the fixture.
5.10.2.4 Study of System Mount=ng Conditions
A careful study of the System mounting conditions was made in an
attempt to explain those shifts seen after System installation.
Figure 5.10-6A shows the TG split ring„ The three tapped holes
in the upper face are used to draw the ring axially along the
gyro trunnion. The tapered outer surface mates with a tapered
seat in the DAU, compressing the ring against the gyro trunnion,
(The three screws used for this purpose in the vibration holding
fixture are seen on the end face of the plate in Figure 5.10-5B).
Figure 5.10-6B depicts the split ring installed on a gyro prior
to installation of the assembly in an INN. While some rings
could be easily hand fitted to the gyro, others required
insertion of a tapered blade in the clamp split to facilitate
mounting and positioning.
When gyro 8Al20 was found misaligned 40 arc-minutes after install-
ation in an IMU, the gyro was removed with the split ring still
affixed to the TG trunnion,
Through the use of a force gage which was attached to one of the
screws in the ring face adjacent to the split, the holding
torque of the ring was then measured. For a tangential force
tending to pull the split open (a force to the left in Figure 5.10-6A)
the ring was seen to slip at 14 inch-pounds. However, for a
tangential force tending to close the split (a force to the right
in Figure 5.10-6A) a torque exceeding 26 inch-pounds ; the limit
of the force gage, could not move the ring.
The gyro was then remounted in the IMU with the ring intentionally
pre-positioned with about 40 arc-minutes misalignment. When a
system mounting screw was started into the same tapped hole used
for the torque test, the initial thread engagement rotated the
split ring in a direction tending to close the split. The ring
carried the gyro with it, thus repeating the initial misalignment
failure.
To eliminate the possibility of rotational forces being generated
during the IMU initial installation process, the following
corrective action was taken:
1. The requirement ves established that all split rings be
installed on the gyro by hand, and be free to rotate by
hand pressure once installed.
2. They tapered tool shcwn at the bcttom of Figure 5.1C-6B was
designed. for insertion in the ring through one of the IMJ
mounting holes in order to prealign the ring for the
mounting screws.
j.1C.3 Results
Since incorporation of the corrective action noted, both in the
gyrc test activity and the systems build area, no malfunctions for
gyro misalignment have occurred.
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5.11 400 CYCLE FLOAT MODULATION
5.11.1 History
As a result of an Apollo Systems problem with excessive 400 cycle
content in the signal generator output of gyro 7C37, all gyros going
thr:agh test had their 400 cycle level determined. A summary list
of gyro unit numbers and 400•vlevel is present on Figure 5.11.1.
Since 400,—levels greater than 1.0 m y
 caused problems in the Apollo
systems area, the Systems group requested that a limit of 1.0 my be
imposed. It can be seen from the list that a sufficient number of
gyros exceeded that level to cause concern and initiate investigation
of the problem.
As a result of the investigation into the 400-^-problem, all tooling
and p_ocesses were evaluated to isolate the cause of the problem. It
was determined that a major portion of the problem was related back
to the mechanical compliance fixture (Texas Tower) design and to
deficiencies in the processes involved in its use.
5.11.2 Discussion
The present mechanical compliance fixture design is such that high
induced stresses and/or Inertia Rim displacement can occur during
wheel preloading and subsequent compliance rechecks. These operations,
compliance rechecks, are included in sequences which do not provide
for temperature cycling before final wheel balance; and also in float
loading problems, permit compliance rechecks to be made without either
tmperature cycling or wheel rebalance.
The specific problems encountered in the fixture and processing
procedures are as follows:
1. The fixture does not adequately center the wheel hub so clamping
forces are axial and through the hub only. Print tolerances on
the wheel hab, hysteresis ring assembly and Inertia rims are
such that either the Inertia rim or the hub may be extended. If
the hub extends, the piloting is done by the rim O.D. and can
allow the assembly to locate such that loading forces could be
applied to the Inertia Rims producing high stresses and/or Rim
shifts dependent on the Rim interference fit tc the hub.
2. The Teflon ring used in the upper clamping plate is subject to
cold flow and permanent progressive mushrooming or flaring which
can cause the axial clamping load to be applied through the rim
and not through the hub, inducing high stresses which are not
relieved by temperature cycling prior to final balance or inducing
high stresses and/or rim shifts if the unit compliance is rechecked
after final balance due to float loading problems. The accompanying
phot-graph (Figure 5.11-2) shows a cutaway of a distorted clamping
ring showing how the Teflon has mushroomed beyond its original
shape to the point where the Teflon is over the Inertia Rim during
clamping, regardless of how well the wheel assembly is centered
or pilcted in the fixture.
3. Lack of torque limits on the three (3) clamping screws allows
excessive torques to be applied in an attempt to compensate for
the elasticity, deformation, and cold flow of the clamping ring.
This in turn fosters the deformation that leads to lack of
repeatability of the fixture deflection measurements and permits
the high axial loads developed to be transformed through the
deformed ring directly to the Inertia Rim.
4. Lack of a temperature cycling and/or wheel balancing requirement
after each use of the compliance fixture permits assemblies with
unrelieved stresses or non-com pensated rim shifts to be assembled
into floats.
5. Fixture deflection measurements are made directly on the clamping
ring, which is subject tc instabilities due to the Teflc:, ring
interface between the clamping ring and the wheel assembly. This
instability led to progressively higher screw torques and Teflon
deformation permitting high axial loads to develop across the
Inertia rims.
5.11.3 Recommendations
To eliminate the actual and potential problems with the fixture and
procedures now in use, it is recommended that changes in both the
fixture and its applica'ion be made before future units are assembled.
1. Since the problem developed and mushroomed primarily because
fixture deflection measurements were not stable, and repeatable,
it is recommended that one of the following fixture deflection
measurement techniques be adopted.
Relocate the point of measurement so the Microkator tip
rests on the bearing cap rather than on the fixture clamping
ring. This will eliminate the need for a stable clamping
ring location and pressure.
Replace individual unit deflection measurement completely.
Determine an average fixture and wheel deflection value and
use this value when loading a wheel. This average value
can be determined by:
(a) Fabricating a one-piece dummy bearing of stainless
steel with a spherical radius on the upper end
shaft extension and a hook attachment on the lower
shaft extension for attaching weights.
(b) Using this dummy bearing, with a large sample of
production Inertia element assemblies, determine
the average wheel and fixture deflections.
2. T^, eliminate excessive axial loads across the wheel assembly,
torgae limits should be developed and imposed on the clamping
ring screws. Since the deflection measurements should no longer
be taken from the clamping ring, all that is necessary is for
a large enough clamping force to insure good contact between
the wheel hub and the fixture base plate.
^. Redesign both the clamping ring and fixture base plate (See
Figure 5.11-3 and 5.11-4) to provide more positive centering.
This can be done quite readily by shaping both the ring and
plate to the outline of the wheel hub inside the Inertia Rim.
4, Reduce the axial thickness of the Teflon clamping ring to
reduce the amount of flaring or distortion that can take place.
Also provide knockout holes in the clamping ring over the
Teflon ring to provide easier removal and replacement of the
insert,
5. Add a temperature cycling step after eacil compliance gage
measurement to eliminate residual stresses in the wheel assembly.
In addition, add a wheel rebalance as well as temperature cycling
each time mechanical compliance is checked on the fixture after
final wheel balance is accomplished. This will prevent the
possibility of a large balance shift due to Inertia Rim shifting
if an axial load is applied across the Rims.
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- 400 Cycle Component -
3600 - Side Band 2800----Side BandUnit No.
Min	 my Max (mv) Min (mv) Max (mv
5207 1.4 1.5 1.18 1.2
5210 0.1 0.22 - -
5211 0.2 0.38 0.22 0.27
5214 1.1 1.3 1.0 1.1
5219 o.6 o.67 0.48 0.55
5223 0.56 o.62 o.42 o.45
5226 0.72 0.82 o.69 0.73
5227 x.15 0.22 0.12 n.16
5228 1.36 1.75 1.10 1.12
5229 0.39 o.41 - -
5230 o.4o 0.50 0.30 o.4o
5232 0.19 o.29 o.16 0.22
5233 0.27 0.32 - -
5234 0.11 0.22 - -
5235 0.29 0.32 - -
5236 1.65 1.70 1.25 1.4o
5237 -• 0 5 1.1F - -
5238 0.26 0.30 0.19 0.24
5239 0.07 0.24 0.08 0.15
524o 1.10 1.20 0.90 0.95
5241 0.15 0.20 0.10 o.14
5242 o.-L8 0.22 o.o8 0.12
5243 3.80 4.30 2.50 2.55
5244 1.00 1.05 o.69 0.71
5245 1.00 1.20 0.82 o.84
5246 i.45 1.55 1.10 1.20
5247 1.40 2.00 1.4o 1.50
5248 - 14.50 - 11.00
5 49 9.10 9.20 6.8o 6.90
4o0 CYCLE FLOAT MODULATION
Figure 5.11-1
- 400 Cycle Component -
3600-- Side Band 2800 ~ Side BandUnit No.
Min (mv) Max (mv) idin (mv) Max (mv)
5250 - 1.6o - 1.30
54o1 o.96 1.00 0.76 o.8o
5402 0.95 1.20 o.68 0.78
5403 o.42 0.50 0.34 0.39
5404 1.90 2.00 1.50 1.6o
5405 1.4o 1.70 1.00 1.20
5406 0.44 o.48 o.6o o.64
5407 1.00 1.02 - 0.85
54o8 0.58 o.68 o.44 o.45
5409 2.50 2.6o 1.90 2.00
5410 3.50 3.6o 2.6o 2.70
5411 0.17 0.21 0.13 0.15
5412 0.95 0.98 0.70 0.72
5415 0.35 o.42 0.26 0.32
5417 0.38 o.4o 0.34 0.36
5418 1.o4 1.08 o.8o 0.83
5419 - 11.50 - 9.8o
5420 0.76 o.84 0.58 o.62
5421 1.4o 1.50 1.10 1.15
5422 0.18 0.20 0.10 0.12
5423 o.42 o.47 0.34 0.38
9A3 - 2.4o - 3.30
9A4 1.00 1.20 -
9A9 o.68 o.98 o.48 0.52
9A10 5.38 5.50 5.00 5.10
400 CYCLE FLOAT MODULATION
Figure 5.11 -1
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rAPPENDIX A
Separator Oil Drop Test
A-1
SEPARATOR OIL DROP TEST
Figure 5.2.4.a shows the cumulative distributions of average absorption times
per separator (i.e., averaged over 3 ball pockets and 1 point on the O.D.).
The curve to the left is for payrolled hubs, while the curve on the right is
for scrapped hubs. The fact that the curve for the scrapped hubs is to the
right of the curve for the payrolled hubs shows that, in general, the separators
in scrapped hubs are slower in absorbing oil than the separators in payrciled
hubs. According to Fibure 5.2.4.b there is a confidence of 90% that the average
absorption time is at least 8 seconds longer for the scrapped hubs than it is
fur the separators of payrolled hubs. Only 9% of the separators in scrapped
hubs have an average absorption time of 30 seconds or less (Figure 5.2.4.a), while
25% of the separators in payrolled hubs have an absorption time of 30 seconds
or less. Thus, restricting the average absorption time per separator to 30
seconds or less would eliminate 91% of the scrapped hubs and still retain 25% of
the payrolled hubs. According to Fibure 5.2,4,c, if we reject all separators
whose average absorption time exceeds 30 seconds, the yield should be anywhere
from 32% to 62% (with 90% confidence). Of the hubs which were analyzed the
average absorption time was allowed to be as high as 50 seconds or more, with a
conse quent yield of anywhere from 10% to 30%.
A-2
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RESULTS OF THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SEPARATOR OIL DROP TEST DATA
(PATROLLED vs. SCRAPPED RUBS)
RECOMMENDATION:
REJECT ALL SEPARATORS WHOSE AVERAGE
ABSORPTION TINT EXCEEDS 30 SECONDS.
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FIGURE
APPENDIX B
Wheel 7C-37 Bearing
Retainer Clearance Study
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APPENDIX C
Effects of Wheel Performance
With Known Retainer and Ball Clearances
C-1
OPTIMIZING RETAINER O.D. AND
BALL POCKET CLEARANCES IN
THE APOLLO GYRO BEARINGS
by
Leonard G. Johnson
C-2
YIELD VERSUS RETAINER 0.D.
(Figures 1 and 3)
A statistical analysis of passed and failed hubs was made by sorting the
Apollo gyro bearing data Into 4 classes, according to retainer O.D., as
follows I
CLASS I RETAINER O.D.	 _ .2875 in,
CLASS II RETAINER O.D.	 _ .2880 in.
CLASS III	 s RETAINER O.D.	 _ .2885 in,
CULS IP
	
RETAINER O.D. _ . 2890 in.
CLASS II had the best yield (an average of 44% on side #1, and an average
of 40% on side #2). Figures 1 and 3 show the neighboring classes to CLASS
II (i.e., CLASS I and CLASS III) with their average yields. Calculations
of confidence that a difference exists between CLASS II and these neighboring
classes produced confidence of 90% and 85% on side #1 (Figure 1), and
confidence of 88% and 82% on side #2 (Figure 3).
It can be concluded that the retainer O.D. should be controlled so as to be
,2880 + , 0002 in, (To be sure that it does not fall into CLASS I OR CLASS (III).
The retainer O.D, is measured to the nearest .0005 in, in the data which
wassupplied,
C-3
=D VERSUS HALL POCKET CLEARANCE;
(Figures 2 and 4)
The Apollo gyro bearing data was also sorted into 4 groups according to ball
pocket clearance, as follows:
GROUP I	 : HALL POCKS CLEARANCE	 _ .00250 - .00299 in.
G:cOUP II	 : BALL POCKET CLEARANCE	 _ .00300 - .00349 in.
GROUP III : BALL POCKE2' CLEARANCE	 _ .00350 - .00399 in.
GROUP IV
	 : BALL POST CLEARANCE	 _ .0040 in. or more
In this investigation GROUP III had the best yield ( an average of 42% on
side #1 and an average of 44% on side #2). FIGURES 2 and 4 show the neighboring
groups to GROUP III (i.e., GROUP II and GROUP IV) with their average yields.
Calculation of confidence that a difference exists between GROUP III and
these neighboring groups produced confidences of 91% and 95% on side #1
(FIG. 2), and conf ideneesoi 94% and 86% ib sude #2 (FIG. 4).
We conclude that the ball pocket clearances should be maintained at .00370
+ .00015 in. to avoid the possibilities of falling into GROUPS II or IV (or
beyond).
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.2875 in.	 .2880 in.	 .2885 in.
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APPENDIX D
Bearing Finishing, Inspection
And
Acceptance Specification
D-1
1.0
2.0
GENERAL
In order to achieve good ball bearing performance, certain physical
and geometrical parameters such as roundness, lobing, surface finish,
cross race curvature, and hardness have long been identified and
included in the bearing specification. In addition, these specifications
have recognized the thin oil films separating balls and races by the
fine surface finish requirements. However, the specifications have
ignored the presence of anomalies or asperities which can range as
high as 30,u" and cover areas with sides as large as 1000Az". The
sources of these asperities have been identified as both being integral
to the base metal and embedded grit acquired during parts processing.
These inclusions and embedded grit are generally hard and difficult to
cut, resulting in the raised areas which can pierce the oil film and
result in rapid wear.
OBJECTIVE
The object of this specification is to define the in-process steps and
requirements and to detail the final inspection and acceptance criteria.
Improved microscopic techniques utilizing high magnification with normal
and polarized light and use of a polarized interferometer have enabled
inclusions or embedded grit to be identified and have provided the means
for measuring the height of isolated anomalies.
In addition, bearing finishing techniques have been improved and defined
so as to place the emphasis on actual surface condition rather than on
visual appearance at low magnifications such as 30X•
A typical bearing finishing procedure is detailed below for an R-2
bearing:
Shaft	 Outer Races
Rough Grind Rough Grind
Finish Grind Finish Grind
Tape Lap Hone
Pre-replica Lap Rough Lap
Replica Lap
Post-replica Finishing Finish Lap
a) Coarse Rod Lap
b) Fine Roc' Lap
D-2
	3.0	 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS - 40% Maximum Relative Humidity
	
4.0	 EQUIPMENT SECTION
The following equipment or equivalent is to be used for the in-process
and final acceptance inspections required in Section 6.2.
Polarization Interferometer - Nomarsky
Objectives - Achromatic N.A. 0.25 20X
Working distance 14 mm - Vickers
- 1OX Bausch & Lomb - Long Focal Length
Light Source - Binolux II Double Lamp Ass'y
Power Supply - Xenon Power Supply XI,S1
Microscope - Reichert Zetopan Research Microscope
	
5.0	 IN-PROCESS REQUIREMENTS AND INSPECTION
Each step in the procedure listing in section 2.0 shall have as its
objective, the removal of surface imperfections and embedments left by
the previous finishing operation. The entire raceway shall have had
sufficient metal removed at each operation to eliminate the previous
surface finishing grooves, tears, gouges, etc. Slurries, abrasives,
etc., used in the finishing steps, must be well controlled to insure
uniformity of metal cutting and shall be of sufficient hardness to
cut rather than attempt to burnish such inclusions as Titanium oxide,
Aluminum oxide, zirconium oxide, alAd various carbides. Metal finishing
operations should include periodic stock finishing direction reversals
to insure a uniform finish.
After each process step, the parts shall be rigorously cleaned to insure
removal of grit from the previous step. Cleaning shall be accomplished
on the machine prior to removal, and shall, at a minimum, consist of
vigorously scrubbing the parts with cotton swabs, using Varson, Trichlor-
ethelene, or Freon. Cleaning shall progress to successively less
contaminated solvents and swabs to insure removal of "wild" grit, etc.
which could damage the surfaces during subsequent finishing operations.
If parts are stored between finishing steps, cleaning shall be repeated
to insure elimination of surface contaminants.
After the parts are cleaned, they shall be inspected under 30X minimum
over the entire raceway. Parts shall be free of grit and contamination
as determined by the use of polarized light. Parts shall display a
uniform finish condition and shall meet the minimum standard for tears,
gouges, and other types of process flaws.
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In-process inspections shall be performed on all piece parts until
process controls are established which will consistently provide the
desired surface condition at which time spot checks may be instituted
to assure continued process control.
6.0	 PRE-ASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS AND INSPECTION CRITERIA
6.1 Parts Cleaning
Prior to any assembly operations such as stack height and contact
angle measurements the bearing parts shall be thoroughly cleaned
and inspected. Assembly operations shall take place in a laminar
flow booth or equivalent.
6.2 Inspection
6.2.1 Inspection of the parts shall be made at 40OX minimum and
shall insure that the critical areas (See Figure 1:)
6.2.1.1 are free of removable surface particulate contamina-
tion as observed under normal and polarized light.
6.2.1.2 are free of any raised metal asperities greater
than 4 u inches above the mean background surface
level (1/3 fringe band of monochromatic light)
as observed with a polarization interferometer
at 40OX minimum (See Figure 2).
6.2.1.3 have a uniform surface finish of 4,u inches
maximum peak to valley as observed with a polariza-
tion interferometer at 40OX minimum (See Figure 3).
6.2.1.4 these inspections shall be performed on aLl. piece
parts until process and material controls are well
established, and it has been demonstrated that
periodic checks are sufficient to maintain parts
quality.
6.2.1.5 samples of balls from each vial used for selection
to obtain correct contact angles shall be inspected
as indicated in section 6.2.1. Requirements for
balls shall be the same as those in paragraphs
6.2.1.1, 6.2.1.2, and 6.2.1.3.
6.2.2 Additional Acceptance Criteria
6.2.2.1 The following criteria shall also be used to
determine the acceptability of the outer races
and shaft under inspection at 30X minimum. The
critical area:; of the races shall show a character-
istic ground and polisned, honed, or lapped
finish. The critical areas shall be free from
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6.2.2.2
tool marks, chatter waves, grinding scratches,
rust, seams, inclusion, and pits, except as
modified by the following, and with the understanding
that all areas must meet the 4,u inch maximum raised
metal criteria of section 6.2.
a) A pit shall be any imperfection of a size such
that the dimension across its major axis is
greater than 0.0005 inch. Any imperfections
less than this are acceptable.
b) No pit shall exceed 0.0012 inch across its major
axis and no two pits shall be closer than 0.012
inch.
c) The maximum number of pits in the critical areas
shall not exceed four per part.
d) Scratches, comet tails, grind tears and cuts
running circumferentially in the critical ball
track area shall not exceed 0.0012 inch in width.
e) Scratches across the critical area shall not
exceed 0.0005 inch in width.
N
f) IZO rust shall be present
1
Ba s
a) The ball luster shall be very bright and the
surface matte must be very fine. The following
criteria shall determine the acceptability of
the balls after microscopic examination under
10 paver magnification.
1) Defects
There shall be no noticeable defects as
follows:
a. Nicks, dents, pits, inclusions,
fragmentation denting, brinell marks,
tears, cuts, or comets in excess of
0.0012 inch width.
b. Stains and rust - none
c. Burrs - none
d. Scratches - 0.0005 inch wide
e. Flats - 0.002 inch maximum width
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6.2.3 Non-Critical Areas
Non-critical areas shall be all those areas nct covered by
the requirements of paragraph 6.2.1 and 6.2.2.
a) Acceptance Criteria - The fo]loving criteria shall
determine the acceptability of the outer race anu
shaft after microscopic examination under 10 paver
magntfication.
Chamfers, Undercuts,
Defect	 Ground Surfaces 	 Threads & Machined Bores
(1) Nicks, dents, pits, 	 0.003 inch	 None which affect
inclusions, frag-	 dimensional tolerances.
mentation denting,
brinell marks, tears,
cuts, or comets.
(2) Stains, rust	 None	 No rust; stains are
acceptable
(3) Burrs	 None	 None which affect
dimensional tolerances.
(4) scratches	 None which affect	 None which affect
dimensional toler-	 dimensional tolerances.
ances
(5) Flats	 None which affect	 None which affect
dimensional toler-	 dimensional tolerances.
ances
7.0
	
CONTACT ANGLE DETERKINATION
All necessary components of the contact angle shall be measured in
accordance with the following formula to determine the contact angle:
Cosine d	
E	 Zb E
0	 1 -d
N1
where E = pitch diameter of 0.249450 (print nominal value)
d = average ball diameter of raw (vendor supplied information)
NE = number of revolutions of the retainer
N i = number of revolutions of the inner race
0 = contact angle
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8.0 FINAL INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
After assembly checks are completed, all acceptance criteria defined
in Section 6.2 shall apply, and in addition, final inspection shall
compare final observations with pre-assembly inspection data at 30X
minimum. Any new observations shall be checked at 40OX minimum for
compliance With pre-assembly requirements.
Spot checks shall be made on a sample basis of critical areas at
40OX minimum to insure that no damage has occurred during assembly
operations.
z
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MARKED
FACE
OUTER
RACE
0.018	 '^	 ' 32.0° - 30.0°
32.0° - 30.03 -	 ^- 0.018
^- 0.003
SHAFT
NOTE: SHADED ARE..
IS CRITICAL
AREA.
Fig. 1 Critical ball race areas.
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Figure 2a
Acceptable Raised Metal
Figure 2b
Unaccentaule Raised t:etal
18"w
w'igure 3
Acceptable Surface Finisi.
of' 4 r" or less
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APPENDIX E
Test Report - Gyro
Connector Redesign Qualifization
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AC ELECTRONICS DIVISION
General Motors Corporation
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
PARTS AND MATERIAL ENGINE$RING
C
TEST NO.
DESCRIPTION
AC P/N
VENDOR
VENDOR P/N
20-P-453
C0WV8='M - NOLM WILM
100699E
AIDW PwOMMT8 CO.
62x8 sKm-1
6208 mKw -2
TEST STARTED: 5-2T-M
	
TEST ENDED: 6-19-68
TEST PERFORMED BY:	 TEST ENGINEER:
E. 1Mlow
4. mac
APPROVED BY: ^	 ^-C
r. A.	 0
APPROVED BY: 	 11
 
U. KILLER
SECTION HEAD
PARTS k MATERIALS ENGR'G
DATE: July 12, 1968
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Object -
To evaluate the performance characteristics of a molded nylon connector
With the socket contacts inverted from the previous design.
Reference Documents -
Mil. Std. 202
Test Request
AC P/N 1008988-001, 1008988-o22
Supplier -
Alden Products Co.
Supplier -
PIN 6208 sm-na-1 and 6208 SMINI-2
Samples -
of each dash number
Apollo - 25 IRIG
4
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SUmARY
Visual Inspection
A visual inspection of the connector in receiving inspection and in department
40-10 noted that sane wire leads were protruding through the nylon and some of
the nylon beads used to hold the wires were not completely encased in the mold.
The nylon beads were within the dimensions.
There were insulated wires exposed for more than the .250 inch allowed on the
print.
It was also found that sane of the nylon hrA flowed into the socket. This over-
flow of the nylon was on the end away- from the tines.
There was excessive mold flash, sharp edges, bubbles and ruptures of the nylon
surface on the connectors.
A visual inspection of the socket contacts was performed before and after each
test. It was noted that before the life tests, all the tines in each contact
were svT=etrical but after life tests, each connector had from 4 to 8 (all)
contacts which had one or more tines out of sylnetry. On seven of the ten
connectors tested, four of the contacts with tines out of symmetry were end
contacts.
There were no other defects noted after any of the other phases of the test.
Pin Retention
Initially all contacts were within the specified limit but after the first in-
sertion, each connector had one contact which was below the specified limit
(four connectors tested had four contacts out of limit°). After the life test,
each connector had from one to four contacts which were below the specified
limit (ten connectors tested had twenty-seven contacts out of limits).
See Table I.
Limits Removal: 1.18 Oz Min, 7.9 oz Max.
Contact Resistance
The contact resistance measurements showed that there was a slight decrease in
the readings after each environment. There was one exception where one of the
two connectors put thru hunidity exhibited a s"ght increase in resistance.
All other contacts showed the usual decrease, from one to six milliohms.
The difference in readings from one contact to another can be attributed to the
different -Lengths of wire used for the measurements.
These measurements were all made while the connector was mated to the end cap and
n o liscrepancies were noted. See Table II.
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SUMMARY: (Cont.)
Contact Resistance: (Cont.)
After the test was completed the connector was removed from the end cap and
measurements were made on the individual contacts. This shoved that the contacts
with little or no retention could have from the minimum contact resistance
values to open circuits. See Table III.
Insulation Resistance
The measurements before ea-,h environment were all greater than 100,000 megohms.
After thermal shock the readings were also greater than 100,000 megohms; but
after humidity, the values ranged from 1100 to 2000 megohmb. These readings were
taken within an hour after the part& were removed from the chambers. See Table IV.
Limits - 1000 megohms Min.
Dielectric Strength
There was no breakdown at 500 VRMS's, 1 ma sensitivity either before or after
each environment. See Table IV. Limits - No breakdown at 500 VRMS's.
Life
During life testing of the connectors, two of the sockets on sample number A6
had tines which broke. One broke off on t' • i 20th cycle and the other broke on
the 49th cycle. One of these was on co) — -„ number three and one was on contact
number four. Neither one of the tines which broke showed signs of damage (out of
symmetry) prior to the break. It was also noted that of the 80 contacts checked,
38 had tines which were out of symmetry after the first mating and only 16 went
thru the 50 coatings and retained symmetry See Tabl.: V. A visual inspection of
the pins used for the life test showed light to moderate shaving of the gold after test.
Explanation of Pictures
Figure 1 thru 6 were to show hen+ the pins are positioned in the sockets when
the connector is mated. Photographs show that the pins are not centered
symmetrically in the sockets.
Figures 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12 show typical examples of tines which are out of
symmetry. Figures 11 and 14 show a nylon bead exposed. These beads are used
to hold the wires in place during the molding process. Figure 13 shows a tine
which is out of symmetry and a wire which is exposed.
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The parts tested passed all environmental tests without any discrepancies. The
only test which shoved parts to be out of spec were the life tests. In each
case the parts met the initial pin retention test but after life ;50 cycles) each
connector had from one to four sockets which did oot meec the pin retention
requirements of the print. Majority of these contacts were located at the ends
of the connectors.
The life test was performed using an end cap assembly and it would seem to indicate
that a fixture or tool is required to keep the parts aligned when they are being
mated and unmated. The end contacts were the ones which showed the most deterlira-
tion and these are the contacts which get the most abuse during mating and unmating.
It should be noted that even though the retention was low on some of the contacts
there were no intermittencies during vibration and the contact resistance
measurements were all acceptable. These checks were made when the part was mated
to an end ^ap assembly.
Contact resistance measurements were made vith a single pin contact and their
measurements showed that the sockets with a retention of 0.1 oz. had resistance
measuremerts which ranged between a recorded minimum and open circuits, depending
on the amount and direction of side pressure.
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DETAIL PAOCZDURt PARAGRAPS 00. 1 2 5 1 315 1 15 1	 4	 5
S4ww 90. A1, A8,
Ag. A10 A2, 
A7 A3, A4, A5
ww
PERFORM
(TEST POTWO
I]mWEMM1AL
PARAWIPM
9
x
VISUAL X X X X X X X X X
PIN REETENTION X X X X X X X
COTITACT RESISTANCE X1 X I X X X X X X
INSULATION RESISTANCE X X X X
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH X X X X
—DIMENSIONS X X X X
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PROCET)T TRE :
Prior to the test the samples were identified as follows:
1008988 -002 	 1006988-003
Sample No. A2 Sample No. Al
Sample No. A4 Sample No. A3
Sample No. A6 Sample No. A5
Sample No. A8 Sample No. =.7
Sample No. A9 Sample No. A 10
Two gyro end caps were obtained. TZ4 had the mating plug (2021516) mounted i.1 them
as they would on a production assembly. These were used through out the test whenever
mating was required.
The parts were inspected by our receving inspection department prior tc the parts
testing activity. The results of their inspection is made a part of this report.
1. INITIAL FUNCTIONAL CHECKS
1.1 Visual Inspection (All Samples)
The samples were visually inspected with binocular.microscope (10X) for
defects in quality, construction or workmanship, including mold flaws,
wire breakout and symmetry of tines.
1.2 Pin Retention (All Samples)
Pin retention checks were made timing a .0292-diameter pin with a hunter
spring gage. Readings were taken when inserting and removing the pin.
The maximum readings were recorded when inserting the pin and the minimum
readings were recorded when removing the pin.
1.3 Contact Resistance (All Samples)
Measured by the voltmeter-ammeter method in accordance with Method 307
of Mil-Std-202 with 0.1 amps flowing through the 8 contacts under test.
Measurements were taken within 10 seconds after application of power.
A total of three trials were performed for each contact while the connector
was mated. Measurements were taken between the ends of the wire leads
co sing from the connectors and the bottom of the pin on the mating part.
1.4 Insulation Resistance (Samples A2, A7, A4, A5)
Measured on a single connector with 500 VDC applied for one minute between
the adjacent contacts in accordance with Method 302 of MIL-Std-202. Prior
to the application of the test potential, the samples were conditi(med at.
approximately 250C and 50% R.H. for a minimum of 3 hours.
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1.	 1sTITIAL FUNCTIONAL CHECKS: (Cont.)
1.5 Dielectric Withstanding Voltage (Samples A2, A7, A4, A5)
Measured on a single connector with 500 V RMS applied at a sensitivity
of 1 ma for 5 seconds in accordance with Method 301 of Mil-Std-202. The
test potential was applied between each adjacent contact by connecting
to the wire leads comming from the connector. Prior to the application
of the test potential, the samples were conditioned at approximately
250C and 50% R.H. for three hours.
1.6	 Dimensions (Samples A2, A7, A4,A5)
Measure and record the following dimensions:
A. Angle between contacts.
B. Angle from end to contact #1.
C. Total angle, end to end.
D. Inside radius.
E. Basle radius.
F. Outside radius
G. Height
H. Flatness
	
2.	 VIBRATION (Samples Al, A8, A9, A10)
The connectors were mated and rigidly mounted and energized with 100 made
flowing through each individual contact. Samples were subjected to sinusoidal
vibration along each of three mutually perpendicular axes. Vibration consisted
of 39 g peak 100 to 400 Hz. and 7 g peak 'tOO to 2000 Hz. at a sweep rate of
2 minutes per octave.
During vibration, the samples were monitored for intermittencies of 1)1 sec.
or greater.
After vibration functional che.:ks per paragraph 1.1 and-.1-3 were performed.
3. =04'lL SHOCK ( Samples A2, A7)
The samples, without being mated to th- end caps, were subjected to thermal
shock in accordance with Method 10"! of b.jl-Std-202 as followq:
Step 1: Samples exposed to OoF for 30 minutes.
Step 2: Samples exposed to room ambient temperature for 5 :minutes maximum.
Step 3: Samples exposed to +200OF for 30 minutes.
Step 4: Samples exposed to room ambient temperature for 5 minutes maximum.
E -12
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3.	 THERMAL SHOCK (Samples A2, A7): (Cont.)
The foregoing procedure was repeated for three continuous cycles. Temperature
extremes were maintained in separate chambers which recovered to the extreme
temperature indicated above within 2-1/2 minutes after placing eamples in
chamber.
After thermal shock and 3 hours conditioning at room amb!ent conditions
functional checks per paragraph 1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 " 1.6 were performed.
L .	 HUMIDITY (Samples A4, A5)
The samples, without being mated to the end cap, were subjected to humidity in
accordance with MIL-Std-202, Method 106.
Samples were exposed to 100' R.H. at +250C for T2 hours.
Within one hour after removal from the c1stuber functional checks per ,eragraph
1.3, 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 were performed.
5 .	LIF?s' (Samples A3, A6)
Samples were subjected to 50 mating/unmating cycles using the connector mounted
in the end cap assembly as the mate.
Functional checks per paragraph 1.1 were performed after each cycle. Samples
Al, A8, A9 and A 10 were checked per paragraph 1.2 after the first cycle,
these as well as all other samples were checked per paragraph 1.2 after 50
coatings.
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TABLE TM
INSPECTION PERFORMED BY RECEIVING INSPECTION
Serial Nos. A-1, A-2, A-3, A-4
1. 49045'/50015' Angles - all have step at "bottom" of angle.
As near as can be measured, only one of these is in spec.
2. .140/.150 dimension oversize on all pikes at .151/.156.
3. Retention test failure of both -002.
4. Mold gate or flash at end of connector is excessive.
5. Sharp edges and corners are noticed.
P/N 1006988-002	 Three (3) parts checked
Serial No's. A6 -2, 8-2, 10-2
Electrical	 3 checked	 3 Accepted
Dimensions	 3	 "	 3
Retention	 3	 3
4904 5'/50015'	 0
(Surface roughness denies accuracy. Angle checks 49iO30'
Visual All Dash -002:
1. Step at bottom of 490/45'/500/15' angle.
2. Sharp edge above contact holes on upper and lower surfaces.
3. Area adjacent to part number side has numerous bubbles and
rough areas.
P/N 1008988-003 Three (;,) parts checked
Serial No's. A5 -3, 7-3, 9-3
Electrical
	 3 checked	 3 accepted
Dimensions	 3	 3
Retention
	 3	 3
490 4 5'/500 15'	 3	 0
angle
(Surface roughness does not allow accuracy. Angle checks 49030'
TEST RECORD CONTINUATION	 TEST No.	 PAGE
FORM 1311A REV 568 20-P-453	 125 or 30	 I
TABLE
	
VIII	 (font.)
INSPECTION PERFORMED BY RECEIVING INSPECTION:
P/N 1008988 -003 Three (3) parts checked: (Cont.)
Visual All Dash -003:
1. Step at bottom of 49045'/50015' angle still prominent.
2. Sharp corners on both ends of connector body.
3. Area adjacent to pert number side, nylon shows ruptures and bubbles.
P/N 1008988 -002
Serial No. A-11-2
1. a.) White wire exposed outside surface .270 in.
b.) White wire exposed in inner wall .046;'.070 dia. on contact holes
1, 2 and 3.
2. Green lead exposed total of .400 length.
3. Blue lead exposed from E of #1 thru E of #6 lead, also has insulation
cracked or is cut Q #5.
4. Gray lead exposed from J of 1 thru E of #6 also exposed in i. d. of #1 hole.
5. Black lead exposed in i. d. of #1 and 2 holes and adjacent body surface.
6. Contact I. D. is very dirty and has an apppearance of plating material flaking.
P/N 10OB9B8 -003, S/N A -10-3
1. Violet wire exposed from #10 to #16 contact.
2. #16 contact hole has sagged opening from surface of base to depth of
approximately .050.
3. Black and white wire exposed from #12 to #16.
4. Green and white exposed from #14 to #16.
5. Brown wire exposed from #13 to #16.
6. .015 x .015 x .015 module at wire end.
7. Contacts appear to have rust spot on I.D. and have dirt particles inside.
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